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Once you get reliability, you
can get off the crazy ride!

Whether you’re new to reliability or well on your way to 
operational excellence, Ivara’s Summit will provide you 
with the tools you need to accelerate your journey.

Attend the Summit to meet reliability experts and leaders,
hear dynamic keynote speakers and listen to exciting 
case studies that prove reliability delivers breakthrough 
performance and measurable results.

This year’s Summit offers:

� Dynamic keynote speakers including Terry O’Hanlon, 
publisher of reliabilityweb.com and Stephen Thomas, 
author of Improving Maintenance & Reliability through 
Cultural Change.

� Unique plant simulation tours that offer all the great value 
of a plant tour without the long drive to the plant.

� Reliability workshops delivered by renowned experts 
including Ricky Smith, Stephen Thomas, Al Weber 
and others.

Attend Ivara’s Reliability Leadership Summit, Sept. 17 - 20, 2007, Las Vegas

You arrive at work & fight fires. One day you’re a hero and the next,
you’re taking the heat for unexpected failures. Sounds like you’re on a
crazy roller coaster ride! Want to get off? Ivara can help.

As a leader in Asset Reliability Solutions, Ivara offers a proven, multi-
faceted solution to move your organization from repair-based equip-
ment maintenance to proactive asset care.

Our reliability experts are well-known and -respected. They provide
insight into the processes and practices you need to improve and 
sustain equipment reliability. 

And our unique WorkSmart implementation methodology and 
unparalleled reliability software Ivara EXP, have helped many capital
intensive companies to: 
� increase production throughput by 14%
� increase machine efficiency by 5%
� extend asset life by more than 60%
� capture the knowledge of their aging workforce
� reduce environmental & safety risk

Register Today! Call 1-877-746-3787 ext. 312
Complete details at http://summit.ivara.com
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While putting together the articles for this month’s issue, there was one image 
in particular that kept popping into my head.  It was an image of a toolbox.  
I am sure this was planted in my brain because this month’s feature article 
by Doug Plucknette actually discusses specific tools that should be in every 
tradesperson’s toolbox.  Of course that is a literal toolbox.

He also discusses the importance of a properly trained workforce, which brings 
to mind the image of another toolbox – our brain.  It is the ultimate toolbox.  
If our ultimate toolbox isn’t well stocked, then our literal toolbox will not help 
our productivity.

It is well documented that companies can increase their bottom line by having 
a highly evolved proactive maintenance program.  For many companies getting 
to that ‘world-class’ level of maintenance seems like a daunting task.  And it can 
be.

But there is only one ingredient that will ever get a maintenance program to 
the world-class level.  That ingredient is a skilled and knowledgeable workforce.  
Enlightened companies know this and invest heavily in education and training.  
They understand that their most important asset is their people, and they are 
willing to invest in the tools their workforce needs to perform at the highest 
level. 

All companies would be wise to fill their workforce’s ultimate toolbox.  The 
investment will pay huge dividends.

I need to mention an omission from the February 2007 feature article.  The 
screen shots of the software and the graphic of the proactive maintenance 
process are the intellectual property of Ivara, a highly regarded company that 
provides asset reliability solutions.  We truly appreciate their contribution of 
high quality information to Uptime and apologize for not providing the correct 
credit they deserve.  

Thank you for reading.  We appreciate your support.  Please don’t hesitate to 
contact me with any questions, comments or suggestions that will help Uptime 
be more useful to you.

All the best,

Jeff Shuler
Editor In Chief

jshuler@uptimemagazine.com
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Awards 
Uptime Magazine is devoted to Predictive Maintenance and Machinery Condition 
Monitoring.  Part of our mission is to promote and acknowledge best practices.  We 
have created the Uptime PdM Awards to provide positive exposure and acknowl-
edgement for predictive maintenance professionals from around the world.

Any company with an active PdM program can enter.  We expect that you have been 
performing some sort of PdM for at least one year.  If you are just getting started 
– you should consider entering at this time next year!

There is no cost to enter.  This is not a commercial activity – it fulfills our mission to 
promote excellence in predictive maintenance.   International entries are encouraged.

Each winning company will get a handsome award trophy, two free passes to PdM-
2007 The Predictive Maintenance Technology Conference, acknowledgement in front 
of peers at the award presentation (Sept 12) and an exclusive invitation to a special 
winners award dinner. 

For more details and for an 
application to enter go to

www.uptimemagazine.com

Best Infrared Thermal Imaging

Best Lubrication/Oil Analysis

Best Motor Testing

Best Precision Maintenance 
(Alignment/Balancing) 

Best Ultrasound Inspection

Best Vibration Analysis

Best Total PdM Program

Entry due date
 June 1st

Enter the 
2nd Annual Uptime 

Categories

Year
Program

ofthePdM

Shine a Spolight 
on Your PdM 

Program
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by Doug Plucknette, CMRP
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first learned the concepts and importance of maintenance 
working on a farm in the then small town of Spencerport in 
western New York.  The farmer my brothers and I all worked 

for was the same man our father worked for as a boy.  Mr. 
Brower had no understanding of the word maintenance.  He was 

your standard “fix it when its broke” kind of man, and, as 
a result, we all learned our share of shot gun main-

tenance.  Our tool kit consisted of bailing wire, 
several different sized hammers, adjustable 

pliers and worn screw-drivers.  As teens 
we all quickly learned an appreciation 
for lubrication and preventive main-
tenance.  Believe me, you learn fast 
when the manure spreader drag chain 
breaks as you begin spreading a new 
load across a field, and the only way 
to make the repair is to dig by hand 
through the warm stinking contents 
to locate and repair the broken link!

In all the years we worked for Mr. 
Brower, dinner conversations were 

I
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always interesting at the Plucknette 
household.  On the opposite side of 
the maintenance excellence spec-
trum from Mr. Brower we had our fa-
ther.  I’m proud today to say my dad 
has had a huge impact on my career 
as a maintenance professional.  I like 

to say my dad is responsible for the 
foundation of what I know and believe 

in, and all the stuff I picked up along the way 
is just fancy trim.  My father learned his trade as 

a precision automated equipment mechanic through 
an apprenticeship program at Eastman Kodak Company in 

Rochester, NY.  He worked for Kodak for over thirty years on pre-
cision film perforation equipment as a mechanic and maintenance 
supervisor and was lucky to retire in his early fifties.  Prior to his 
work at Kodak he worked as an auto mechanic in a local garage 
and as a young man he had an interest in auto racing, working as 
a mechanic for a local race team.

Foundation
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or mechanical technical college associates 
degree.  You will need to work closely with 
your company human resources group to 
make clear that the days of hiring the ‘Jack-
of-all-Trades’ at a minimum starting wage 
are over.  The cost for your company to train 
non-certified new hires and gamble that 
these people will grasp precision mainte-
nance techniques is by far more costly than 
hiring formally trained and certified people at 
a fair wage.  While we all like to benchmark 
employee benefits and salaries, we rarely 
benchmark starting wages.  Companies who 
attract and hire the best and most expe-
rienced candidates offer the best starting 
wage, competitive benefits, and opportunity 
for growth.   Companies who don’t offer 
these competitive benefits get what’s left and 
spend thousands of dollars trying to train 
them. 

Existing Work Force

Your existing maintenance trades people 
offer a different challenge.  As a manufactur-
ing reliability consultant, I have seen the 
full spectrum of what companies consider a 
skilled trades person.  While some have rec-
ognized the need to invest in formal appren-
tice programs, most have no formal training, 
certification or requirements to work as a 
skilled trades person.  As a result you will 
need to take a big step back and identify 
the skills, tools and knowledge required 
in today’s world of precision maintenance.  
Along side of each of these required skill sets 
there should be a corresponding training 

program that should be attended by 
each person.  While most com-

panies believe they have 
a strong core 
group of 
maintenance 
people, 

it should be 
understood that even 

your best people need to 
be exposed, trained and 
certified in new precision 

maintenance techniques to 
ensure your company gets the maximum life 
from its assets.

The following is a partial list of skill sets and 
corresponding training to consider:

  1.  Lubrication Techniques - All maintenance 

organization is your people.  If your company 
has goals to lower manufacturing costs and/
or improve efficiencies, you must first focus 
on improving and sustaining manufacturing 
reliability.  Improved and sustained manufac-
turing reliability can only be achieved with 
trained and certified maintenance skilled 
trades people.  Today’s stilled trades person 
must have the training, knowledge, skills and 
tools required to work in today’s technical 
world of precision maintenance.  As a result, 
your company will need to be- gin setting 
standards required to work 
as a skilled trades person.  
The following list should 
be considered mini-
mum requirements 
for skilled trades 
people.

New Hires 

Hiring new “outside” 
people into your maintenance 
organization provides your com-
pany the opportunity to upgrade 
minimum skills, training and certification 
requirements.  

Your new skilled trades person should, at 
a minimum, have attended and completed 
a formal apprentice program dedicated to 
a specific trade, or completed an electrical 

In building my foundation, my dad shared 
what he had learned in the world of main-
tenance.  Along the way giving examples of 
how good maintenance saves time, money 
and, in the end, always costs less.  Today we 
often look back, remember and laugh at how 
dad wouldn’t buy a new car until we actually 
“needed it”.  As a result we all remember a 
VW Beetle and a Chevy Station wagon that 
were used to a point that their floorboards 
had holes and you could see the road  below 
your feet! 

Today, our education in life and the value 
of maintenance continues on in our family 
as ‘Grandpa Pluck’ passes on the foundation 
and principals of maintenance to his grand-
children, often being roped into hands on 
demonstrations of how to put on a new roof, 
change a faucet, or fix a lawn mower.

After working over twenty-five years in the 
world of maintenance, one thing I have come 
to realize is that not everyone was given, 
nor understands, the foundation and balance 
it takes to build a world class maintenance 
program.    

Building the Foundation – A Trained and 
Certified Maintenance Workforce

As I see it, the first and most important ele-
ment for building a world-class maintenance 

Tom Plucknette Sr. standing next to Safop lathe headstock and spindle 
components. The machine, which is used to make large gas turbine 

precision rotors, had a hydrostatic spindle bearing that failed.*



has significantly reduced, resulting in a much 
smaller pool of qualified people from which 
to choose.  Our challenge as maintenance 
professionals should be to work with local 
technical colleges to expand technical train-
ing curriculums to include precision mainte-
nance techniques and to work with our high 
schools to expose today’s youth to the op-
portunities available as skilled trades people.  
Some things to consider in developing the 
skills of your maintenance workforce:

  1.  In my experience, maintenance person-
       nel coming out of the US armed forces 
       make outstanding candidates.  They have 
       formal training and are accustomed to 
       working from formal PM’s.

  2.  Training your maintenance people 
       doesn’t have to cost a bundle of money, 
       good maintenance trades people can 
       instruct and certify others.  (Ensure your 
       trainers know the  topic at expert level.)

  3.  Work with your company Human 
       Resources group to develop a set criteria 
       or required skills, education and certifi-

       cations.  Don’t waste your time inter-
       viewing people who don’t meet all 
       the criteria.  

  4.  Set up a training skills and certification 
       matrix for your existing trades people.  
       This will also help you to focus on what 
       training is needed and in what order the 
       training needs to be performed in order 
       to get the most value for your 
       organization.

  5.  Audit your people from time to time 
       to assess their skills and knowledge of 
       precision maintenance techniques.

Tools

You can’t begin to build your foundation for 
maintenance excellence without the right 
tools.  Precision maintenance requires a 
proper set of tools.  If your trades people 
don’t have the tools needed to perform pre-
cision maintenance, they will use what they 
have on hand to complete any given task.  
While assessing a company’s maintenance 
organization typically starts with an assess-

       skilled trades people must complete 
       a one-day training program in lubrica-
       tion excellence techniques.

2.  Precision Alignment - All maintenance 
       mechanical trades people (Machinists                      
       and Pipe fitters) must attend a two-
       day hands on precision alignment train-
       ing program.  All machinists (Mechanics 
       who are responsible for installing/ 
       replacing/repairing rotating equipment) 
       must achieve certification in precision 
       alignment techniques.

  3.  Torque Specifications - All mainte-
       nance skilled trades people (Electrical, 
       Mechanical, Pipe and Instrument) must 
       attend and achieve certification in 
       torque specifications and standards.

  4.  Electrical Panel Maintenance - All electri-
       cal skilled trades people must attend 
       and achieve certification on electrical 
       panel maintenance techniques including 
       the use of Thermographic Imaging.

Over the past twenty years the number of 
company sponsored apprentice programs 
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consistent, your company should buy it the 
first time, and the employee is responsible if 
it is lost or broken.  Your business case for 
the purchase of these tools is simple - preci-
sion maintenance delivers improved reliabil-
ity.  Improved reliability results in lower unit 
cost of product and lower maintenance costs.  
While many companies rarely balk at spend-
ing thousands of dollars to repair or replace 
failed components, they stuff their hands in 
their pockets when it comes to buying tools 
that could have prevented the failure to be-
gin with.  Consider the following scenarios:

  •  How may torque wrenches and sockets 
      could be purchased to equal the cost of 
      one reportable spill?
  •  How many sets of precision shims could 
      you purchase to equal the cost of one 
      three hundred horse electrical motor?
  •  What is the cost of the downtime and 
      parts when your company loses the main 
      drive gearbox on a critical manufacturing 
      asset?  Would the cost of that one single 
      failure purchase and pay for training of a 
      laser alignment unit?

Use your past failure history and mainte-
nance costs to build a business case for 
setting your people up with the tools needed 
to achieve world-class maintenance.  Some 
recommendations regarding a precision 
maintenance tool set:

  1.  Work with your trades people and 
       develop a minimum list of tools needed 
       for each trade.

  2.  Develop a list of precision tools that 
       can be shared by the group. (Each 
       mechanic does not need their own laser 
       alignment tool.)

  3.  Have each person provide a list of tools 
       they need to satisfy the minimum 
       requirement.

  4.  Purchase the tools needed along with 
       standard and secure box for each trade.

  5.  Have trades people develop a standard 
       tool layout for each trade box.

  6.  Set up tool audits to ensure each 
       person maintains their minimum set. 
       (Similar to a 5-S inspection.) 

Your company will need to assess the tools 
required for each trade to perform their job 
and make a required tool list for each trades 
person.  Along with this, each trades person’s 
tool box should be inspected to ensure they 
are neat, orderly and contain the complete 
list of tools.  Remember precision tools 
require good care and handling, this can’t be 
accomplished in what looks like a gigantic 
rolling junk drawer!

To help complete this piece of our founda-
tion remember, as maintenance profession-
als, it’s up to us to build a business case for 
reliability.  Each time I discuss the topic of a 
minimum required precision tool set I get the 
push back of “Who should be responsible for 
purchasing these tools?”  My answer here is 

ment survey, my first on-site assessment 
of a company’s maintenance organization 
starts right at the trades people’s tool boxes.  
While many claim to be utilizing precision 
maintenance techniques the truth becomes 
evident when you discover that a mainte-
nance shop that employs thirty trades people 
only has one torque wrench and you hear, 
“We’re not sure which one of the guys has it 
today”.   

Precision tools require good care and 
handling.  Each trades person should have 
a required minimum set of tools to perform 
the tasks presented by their respective 
trade.  Without these tools your level of 
craftsmanship will be reduced and, in the 
end, the reliability of your assets will suffer.  

Mark Howard of Machine Tool Research in Rochester, NY, is the proud owner 
of the yellow tool box that all of the boys call the “school bus”.  Mark has 
completed his NYS Mechanical machine tool assemblers apprenticeship.*

Use your past failure history and maintenance 
costs to build a business case for setting your 
people up with the tools needed to achieve 

world-class maintenance.
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Planning and Scheduling

While people, training and tools are impor-
tant parts of the foundation for maintenance 
excellence, the foundation would be incom-
plete and weakened without planning and 
scheduling.  Planning and scheduling are 
essential tools needed to achieve the proper 
workload balance, and without them your 
maintenance organization will be consumed 
by the inefficiencies and cost of emergency 
and demand maintenance.  If your com-
pany has not been planning and scheduling 
maintenance, the transition to do so will be 
a major culture change for both maintenance 
and operations.  To accomplish this culture 
change I would strongly recommend you 
begin the transition by having key players 
in this change (Maintenance and Operations 
Managers, Supervisors and Potential Main-
tenance Planners) read Doc Palmers book 
“Effective Planning and Scheduling”.  This will 
need to be followed up with the selection of 
a CMMS (Computerized Maintenance Man-
agement System) that is well suited for your 

company and training on how to effectively 
utilize your CMMS.

At the same time as you are working to 
develop your planning and scheduling 
system you should be preparing your 
trades people for the changes 
that will come with this 
transition.  In an unfor-
tunate conundrum, 
many maintenance 
trades people like 
and, in fact, often 
prefer emergency 
and demand 
maintenance.  
Why?  Beacuse of 
the recognition they 
receive from repairing 
or replacing a failed component and 
getting the process back up and running as 
quickly as possible.  

Removing the daily recognition and rein-
forcement that goes with emergency/demand 

maintenance, and replacing it with planned 
and scheduled Proactive Maintenance, Pre-
ventive Maintenance, Predictive Maintenance, 
Failure Finding and Corrective Maintenance 

tasks will be a painful transition.  The 
key here is for the maintenance man-

agers and supervisors to build a plan 
with clear goals for the 

transition to recog-
nize and reinforce 

your skilled 
trades people 
for achieving 

these goals on 
a frequent basis.  

Reinforcing your 
trades people and en-

gaging them in the planning 
process through the develop-

ment of clear and well written 
PM’s will be a critical success factor in your 
planning and scheduling process.

Planning – The most critical part of planning 
is selecting the right planner.  To put it in 

Mechanical failure
is inevitable.

It is also predictable.

Corporate Office, 9555 Rockside Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44125
1-800-543-8786   www.predictusa.com

When it comes to your machinery’s life don’t guess,

Predict’s advanced diagnostic methods accurately and 
reliably assess mechanical wear and lube conditions. Predict’s
certified Machine Condition Analysts review all test data and
trends to give you the most informed assessment on your
machine’s condition and save you thousands of dollars on
unexpected failures. Contact Predict today to see how we can
save you money and productivity.
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simple terms, it takes a special individual to 
become a maintenance planner.  Over the 
years many companies have made the mis-
take of appointing their “best maintenance 
people” as their first planners only to find 
out that they either: could not type, could 
not stand to sit at a desk for more than one 
hour, had no tolerance for peers being criti-
cal of their new position or job plans, or all 
of the above.

You will need to be very selective 
in appointing your planners, 
taking time to assess the skills 
required to perform this job 
and interviewing people to 
achieve a suitable match. 
Your planner will 
need a high level of 
understanding of the 
following items:

  1.   Proactive 
        Maintenance 
        and Reliability 
        Tools and Techniques

  2.   Preventive Maintenance Techniques

  3.   Condition Based Maintenance Techniques

  4.   Failure-Finding Maintenance Techniques

  5.   Technical Writing 

  6.   Job Planning and Kitting

  7.   Spare Parts

  8.   Company Asset Criticality

  9.   The Individual Skills of Your Trades 
        People

  10. People Skills

Scheduling – This is a whole different ball-
game than Planning.  In my mind it’s easy to 
plan, we all like to plan to do things, vaca-
tions, hunting, or visiting friends.  I don’t 
know about you, but it’s much tougher to 
actually get those things into my schedule.  
While the Planning phase can be completed 
mostly within the maintenance organization, 
Scheduling is a team effort that includes Op-
erations, Maintenance and Purchasing.  While 
technically these organizations work for the 
same company, they all may have slightly 
different goals and agendas.  For example, 
the operations manager, while clearly under-
standing the value of improved reliability, 

can’t help but focus on the production sched-
ule and customer orders.   The three orga-
nizations will have to work together each 
week to develop a workable schedule that 
considers the production schedule and the 
spectrum of maintenance tasks that need to 
be completed.  In the beginning this will be a 
major challenge for each organization, your 
scheduling meetings will run long and people 
will be highly emotional.  It’s important, at 
this time, that your team keep its focus on 

the common goal of improved reliability 
because as reliability improves, sched-

uling becomes easier.  

I recently performed an 
RCM analysis with a client 
on a critical asset that 

had a continued his-
tory of poor reliability.  
Failures of the asset 
occurred each shift and 
both operations and 

maintenance worked 
overtime each week in attempt 

to meet the production schedule.  
Upon completing this RCM, both operations 
and maintenance worked to schedule the 
first set of maintenance tasks identified in 
the RCM as being critical.  Upon complet-
ing these tasks, the reliability of the asset 
improved by over thirty percent and within 
two months, scheduling for maintenance 
and production on the asset became easy.  
Daily, weekly, and monthly, Condition Based 
and Preventive Maintenance tasks are now 
completed on schedule and the 
asset continues to perform at a 
sustained level of reliability.

Here are some goals, recommen-
dations and suggestions related to 
starting your maintenance Planning 
and Scheduling program:

  1.  Start with your critical 
       assets first.

  2.  Set up and track reliability 
       measures on your critical 
       assets (OEE).

  3.  Perform RCM analyses on 
       critical assets to identify all 
       operator and maintenance 
       tasks.

  4.  Ensure your planners work with your 
       trades people to develop clearly written 
       and measurable PM’s.

  5.  Start your maintenance schedule for 
       critical assets by performing compre-
       hensive turn around.

  6.  When failures are reduced do not 
       deviate from your planned schedule and 
       move PM’s farther out because you   
       “haven’t seen any failures in several 
       months”.  The reason you were having 
       failures is because you were not perform-
       ing your scheduled maintenance.

Spare Parts

Spare parts can be the Achilles heal in the 
foundation for world-class maintenance.  
The best trained maintenance people in the 
world, working from a sound schedule with 
brand new precision tools will come to a 
screeching halt if they don’t have the proper 
spare parts on hand and accurate informa-
tion within the CMMS on where to purchase 
vendor stocked parts.  In order to effectively 
manage your spare parts inventory your com-
pany will need to identify a cross functional 
team that includes Purchasing, Operations, 
Engineering and Maintenance personnel.  It 
should be note here:

 1.  Purchasing alone can not manage this 
      inventory.  They do not understand the 
      operation of your critical assets and have 
      little understanding of random compo-
      nent failure distributions that do not have 
      useful P-F intervals, and they do not know 
      items that have become obsolete.  Pur-
      chasing tends to focus on inventory turns 
      and inventory carrying costs and these 
      items will not result in the optimum 
      inventory.

 2.  Operations alone can not 
  manage this inventory.  
 Operations again has little 
 understanding of random 
component failure distribu-

tions.  They tend to focus 
on the bottom line cost of 

spares and often will re-
quest to stock unneeded 
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“A Premier Maintenance and Reliability Conference” 

  

3 Informative Presentation Tracks

• 
•  

• 

PLUS: 

      And MUCH, MUCH, MORE 

For more information call (865) 974-9625  
or visit our website at  
www.engr.utk.edu/mrc

Special Sessions/Features

• 
• 

• 

presents 

(Maintenance And Reliability CONference)

MARCON is a forum for all—practitioners, specialists, educators,
students, and even the new and uninitiated—to learn and exchange
information on new and emerging technologies as well as on tried
and proven methods and techniquesin the area of maintenance
and reliability engineering and management. 

Exhibit Area

Networking Opportunities

“where industry and academia meet”

The University of Tennessee 
Maintenance and Reliability Center

Marriott
Hotel

Knoxville
Tennessee

MARCON 2007
May 8-11, 2007

M&R’s Role in Manufacturing

New Product Presentations

Tutorials on Reliability 
Engineering

Asset Management Strategies

New Technologies

Best Practices/Case Studies of 
Successful Applications
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Regardless of where you are on the journey from reactive maintenance to predictive maintenance to 
reliability asset optimization, Reliabilityweb.com offers opportunities to meet peers, subject matter ex-
perts and solution providers who can make a difference in your program. Over 90% of past participants 
report making immediate improvements at work as a result of attending. 

The Community of Learning at a Reliabilityweb.com conference provides an opportunity for a new 
attitude, new ideas, practical solutions and powerful inspiration from networking with others who are 
already on their journey to reliability. 

PdM-2007 - The Predictive Maintenance Technology Conference & Expo
September 11-13, 2007               The Orleans Hotel & Casino               Las Vegas, NV

Vibration Monitoring and Analysis, Infrared Thermography, Motor Testing, Ultrasonics, Non-Destructive Evaluation

LubricationWorld
September 11-13, 2007               The Orleans Hotel & Casino               Las Vegas, NV

 Practical Plant Machinery Lubrication, Contamination Control, Oil and Fluid Analysis

IMC-2007 – The 22nd International Maintenance Conference
December 4-7, 2007               Hilton Daytona Beach/Ocean Walk Village              Daytona Beach, FL

Reliability, Maintenance Management, Planning & Scheduling, Business & Financial Aspects of Maintenance, 
Root Cause Analysis, Technology Innovations

CMMS-2007 - The Computerized Maintenance Management Summit
December 4-7, 2007               Hilton Daytona Beach/Ocean Walk Village              Daytona Beach, FL

 Computerized Maintenance Management Systems for Small to Midsize Companies

RCM-2007 - The Reliability Centered Maintenance Managers’ Forum
March 18-20, 2008                The Orleans Hotel & Casino               Las Vegas, NV

Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM), Reliability Analysis, Failure Analysis, PM Optimization, Reliability Incident Management

EAM-2007 – The Enterprise Asset Management Summit
March 18-20, 2008                The Orleans Hotel & Casino               Las Vegas, NV

Enterprise Asset Management (EAM), Computerized Maintenance Management (CMMS), ERP Integration, 
MRO and Spares Inventory, Handhelds, RFID and Bar Coding

Events produced by Reliabilityweb.com
Events supported by Uptime Magazine, RELIABILITY® Magazine, MRO-zone.com 

and the International Proactive Maintenance User Group (IPMUG). 

for more info or to register 
www.maintenanceconference.com

A journey of a thousand miles 
begins with a single step.

Lao-tzu (604 BC - 531 BC)
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      parts based on a single failure event.

 3.  Maintenance alone can not manage this 
      inventory.  For those who have been 
      working in a fire-fighting maintenance 
      culture, spare parts tend become a 
      security blanket and they tend to want 
      one of everything.  Maintenance people 
      tend to have little understanding of the 
      value of tracking inventory turns and part 
      carrying costs.  Maintenance should 
      understand all component failure dis-
      tributions and the useful information 
      of understanding component P-F inter-
      vals.  Maintenance should also have a 
      good understanding of which assets/
      components have become obsolete and 
      whose spares should not be deleted 
      regardless of turns until these compo-
      nents are upgraded through redesign or 
      a sufficient replacement component has 
      been identified.

 4.  Engineering alone can not manage this 
      inventory.  It has been my experience 
      that engineering has the least amount 
      of understanding concerning mainte-
      nance spares but also can have a huge 
      impact on optimizing spares.  Engineers 
      tend to purchase assets on capital proj-
      ects and identify almost another com-
      plete asset to be set up in spares.

To optimize your maintenance spare parts 
inventory I would make the following recom-
mendations:

 1.  Using the asset criticality results from 
      your CMMS implementation, Purchasing, 
      Operations, Maintenance, and Engineer-
      ing will need to work together to identify 
      critical asset spares.

 2.  Begin your spares optimization with 
      non-critical assets.  Maintenance and 
      Purchasing should work together 
      to focus on non-critical asset 
      spares that do 
      not 
 
 
  

      meet inventory turn requirements.

 3.  The greatest impact on inventory can 
      be made by having Engineering and Main-
      tenance identify standard select suppli-
      ers for all new installations including 
      but not limited to - Pumps, Motors, 
      Starters, Valves, Actuators, Bearings, 
      Couplings and Seals.

 4.  Upon failure, Maintenance should begin 
      to Plan and replace existing non- select 
      components with select supplier com-
      ponents.  Once non-select components 
      have been replaced with select compo-
      nents, their accompanying spares can be 
      eliminated from inventory.

 5.  Purchasing, Maintenance and Engineering 
      will need to work together to review all 
      new requested spares from capital 
      projects.

 6.  Purchasing and Maintenance 
should always hold a final 
review of all spare parts identi-

fied for elimination.

Working 
From the  
 Foundation 

       Up

With a sound 

world-class maintenance foundation in place 
your company can now focus on implement-
ing world class Reliability and Quality tools 
such as RCM, TPM, Cause Mapping and Lean 
Manufacturing.

Doug Plucknette is the President of Reliabil-
ity Solutions, Inc.   In business since 1999 
Reliability Solutions, Inc. offers training, men-
toring and facilitation of reliability tools such 
as RCM Blitz™, FRACAS, Condition Based 
Asset Management (CBAM ) and Reliability 
Measures.  Mr. Plucknette can be contacted 
by phone at 585-349-7245 or by e-mail at 
doug.plucknette@reliabilitysolution.com

Tom Plucknette Sr. retired from Eastman 
Kodak after 33 years of service as a precision 
maintenance machinist and maintenance 
supervisor.  Having been retired more than 
twenty years he now enjoys helping his 
children and grandchildren with projects of 
any size.

* - All photos courtesy of Machine Tool Re-
search, Inc. in Rochester, NY.  MTR, Inc builds 
and maintains some of the largest manufactu-
ing machines in the world. The company is in-
volved in and helps sponsor formal apprentice 
training for electrical and mechanical journey-
man.  Their trades people all must have formal 
training in precision maintenance techiniques, 
because the machines must manufacture parts 
measured to .001 tolerance. 

Tom Plucknette Sr. standing next to Safop lathe. 
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The Uptime Predictive Maintenance Program of the Year Awards 

by Terrence O’Hanlon, CMRP

Thank you for everything you do 
to keep this plant running.

When is that last time you heard those words? 

Special Publisher’s Feature

Maintenance is one of those areas that 
when you do everything perfectly 
and avoid unpleasant shutdowns and 
outages - you are, at best, invisible.  
Top management does not sit around 
board rooms discussing all of those 
potential problems you prevented.  

They probably don’t know about all the “saves” that kept everything humming along 
smoothly.

Of course, catastrophic events are clearly visible - and, even if operator induced, are often 
laid at the feet of maintenance.

Uptime Magazine would like to provide some positive recognition for the unsung main-
tenance teams that have put themselves on the line by requesting advanced predictive 
maintenance instruments like vibration data collectors, infrared thermal imagers, ultrasonic 
detectors, motor testers and oil analysis systems.

Most of these these teams have also invested their time to improve the art and science of 
predictive maintenance by attending training courses, workshops and conferences.  Many 
have sat for certification exams as a way to demonstrate their skill and experience level.  
Many have had to make unpopular calls and put their reputations on the line in order to 
convince operations to shut down a machine for minor repairs to avoid major repairs later.

Many of the best programs out there have developed reporting metrics that are tied to 
their companies’ overall 
goals.  They report the 
results - both positive and 
negative to all levels of 
company management.  
They run maintenance like 
a business.

We want you to enter 
Uptime Magazine’s PdM 
Program of the Year 
Competition to see how 
your program stacks up to 
dozens of other winning 
programs.  

Year
Program

ofthePdM

2006 PdM Program of the Year Award Winners 

1)  Visit  www.uptimemagazine.com and 
      look for the PdM Award icon to down-
      load an application and a list of fre-
      quently asked questions.

2)  The entry form is prepared to include 
      much of the criteria that the panel of 
      independent judges will be consider-
      ing when selecting winners, however 
      there is also an option to simply write 
      an essay type story about why you 
      think your program is a winner.

3)  There is no cost to enter. 

4)  Uptime Magazine does not request or
      require any confidential information .

5)  Email or fax the entry form by June 1.

6)  Winners will be selected and notified 
      between July 7 and July 15.

7)  Awards will be presented at PdM-2007 
      on Sept 11-13, 2007 in Las Vegas,    
      Nevada.

8)  Winners receive free passes to PdM-
      2007, The Predictive Maintenance
      Technology Conference collocated 
      with LubricationWorld.

How the 
Uptime PdM Program 

of the Year works
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There will be one award for Best Overall PdM Program as well as 
winning programs for each individual technology area including:

     *    Vibration Analysis

     *   Infrared Thermal Imaging

     *   Airborne Ultrasonics

     *   Motor Testing

     *   Oil Analysis/Lubrication

     *   Precision Maintenance (alignment and balancing)

Your PdM Award entry will be judged by several of Uptime Mag-
azine’s Editorial advisory board members depending upon the 
technology entered.

Information is requested in 10 areas.  The questions are straight-
forward and include:

     1)    Your strategy for determining your PdM activities. 
             (i.e. RCM,Criticality rating, past experience etc...)

     2)    What percentage of important/critical equipment is 
             monitored? 

     3)    Are PdM Team Members certified?

     4)    Is ongoing training and skills development included?

     5)    Is Root Cause Analysis used?

     6)    How does the PdM information interact with the 
             CMMS/EAM?

     7)    Are PdM program accomplishments communicated to 
             management and other employees?

     8)    Has reliability/availability improved since PdM began 
             in your plant?

     9)    What chronic problems did PdM eliminate?

     10)  How do you measure PdM effectiveness

No confidential information is requested or required.  

Special Publisher’s Feature

If your program is selected as a winner - you will be notified in 
mid July and invitations to the PdM Program of the Year Awards 
Banquet and the PdM Program of the Year Award presentations at 
PdM-2007 will me made.  

Winning programs receive:

    *   Free Passes to PdM-2007 - The Predictive Maintenance 
        Technology Conference 

    *   Invitation to and Reserved table at the PdM Award Banquet 

    *   Public Recognition at Award Presentation 

    *   Recognition and Team Photo in Uptime Magazine 

    *   Handsome Award Trophy

    *   Peer Recognition

All entrants will receive:

    *   Feedback on the current PdM program including strengths 
        and opportunities

    *   Uptime Hat for each team member

    *   PdM-2007 Conference Proceedings CD

What are you waiting for?  If you will not blow your own horn 
about your Predictive or Precision Maintenance program 
- who will?  Simply applying for the PdM Program of the Year 
will make you a winner.  Entering the award competition is a 
great way to energize your maintenance team.

Year
Program

ofthePdM

Help us elevate the status and adoption of Predictive Maintenance 
by entering the PdM Program of the Year Awards today!

 PdM Program of the Year Award Details
www.uptimemagazine.com

PdM-2007 Details
www.maintenanceconference.com  



Our Reliability Environment

The redwoods inside the Avenue of The Giants have 
everything that they need for their success.  So far, we 
do, too.  Here is a list of the elements we have in place 
that have contributed to our success:

Excellent Management Support - The reason our 
program got off to a great start and has thrived 
is because of excellent management support.  
Management support is to a PdM program what 

deep valleys are to the Redwoods.  Without this kind 
of commitment, we would not have had the successes 
or the progressive program we have today.  If you want 
a great program, you will need committed and interac-
tive management.  We all know what happens if that is 
not there.  But, when it is, you know you have some-
thing special.

Excellent Maintenance Support - Another valuable 
asset we have is our staff of top notch and profes-
sional maintenance technicians.  They understand 

that with the advances in technology, our goal is to 
move away from reactive maintenance and toward 
more predictive maintenance.  They are committed to 
growth and excellence and have been very supportive 
and helpful.

The Right Team - A panel that was looking for 
qualities that included self-motivation and the 

he Johns Manville Plant in McPherson, Kansas 
was constructed in 1974.  The facility currently 
encompasses approximately 17 acres under roof 
and sets on 160 acres of rural area.  Our plant 

manufactures fiberglass building insulation, which is sold 
in the commercial, residential, and retail markets. 

Avenue of the Giants

Within “Avenue of the Giants,” a 33-mile stretch along 
California’s Highway 101, remains the largest stand of 
ancient redwoods in the world.  It harbors the world’s 
first, second, third, and sixth tallest trees.  Nestled 
inside the forest is the world’s oldest redwood tree, 
recorded to be more than 2200 years old.

It’s hard  to imagine that some of these giants were 
alive when Romans were ruling the world!  Of course, 

the Romans 
are long gone, 
but, these 
redwoods are 
still here and 
thriving! 

What is our 
point?  We feel 
it was quite an 
honor to win 
The 2006 Up-
time PdM Infra-
red Program of 
the Year.  With 
an award like 
this, we know 
that we are 
heading down 
the right road 
to maintenance 
excellence.  
However, 
another goal of 

our program is to make a long lasting impact.  Like the 
Redwoods, we would like our PdM program to not only 
grow, but thrive as a dynamic contributor to the health 
of Johns Manville for years to come.
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Winning with Infrared 
Program Makes Steady Progress Despite Bumps 

by Nick Bohonik, Matt Willems, Ian van der Hoeven and Janet Duerksen

T
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Figure 2 - Avenue of the Giants, 
California

Year
Program

ofthePdM
Winner

Figure 1- Johns Manville Plant, McPherson, Kansas
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effectively back one another up.  With Ian 
and Matt’s leadership, and with our enthusi-
astic, dedicated, and talented group, we have 
the right team.

Training - Once or twice a year, we 
continue to get advanced training from 
outside professionals.  If you include 

conferences, like the PdM 2006 Conference, 
the 2006 SMRP Conference, or an infrared 
conference, the number goes up to five or 
six.  Conferences are excellent opportunities 
to pick up ideas, techniques and skills that 
will improve our program.  

Routes - We started to build routes 
right away.  No one told us where to 
start or how to do it.  We started from 

scratch.  A good beginning for us was to start 
at the “heart” of our equipment, what we had 
the most of, and with things that we used to 
have contract infrared companies scan, such 
as Motor Control Centers and disconnects.  
When we completed this equipment, we 
began adding other routes, including: trans-

ability to work well together selected our 
reliability team.  Our Asset Care & Reliability 
team champion is Ian van der Hoeven.  Matt 
Willems is our Reliability Lead person.  The 
team itself is comprised of four individuals.  
Matt Willems and Nick Bohonik are dedi-
cated to Infrared.  Chris Hoffman is dedicated 
to vibration.  Bob Weyand is dedicated to 
tribology.  Cross training occurs in order to 

formers, control power panels, switchgear, 
distribution equipment, motors, gearboxes, 
bearings and refractory.  Doing the actual 
routes is one thing; building them is another.  
Building routes is no easy task.  For one 
thing, it takes planning, research, and seem-
ingly endless key strokes on the computer.  
Spreadsheets are needed because it is not 
enough to just to go out and shoot with your 
camera and find anomalies.  Data must be 
gathered.

Gathering Data & Trending - The lion’s 
share of reliability is about gathering 
the right data and trending it.  We 

have been collecting data and trending from 
“Day 1” of our program; everything from 
rated amps and actual amps to ambient and 
normal operating temperatures.  We also do 
“baseline” data collection.  There was a time 
when we thought that we might be collecting 
too much information.  That is, until last May 
when we attended a Snell Infrared “Electri-
cal and Mechanical Applications” class.  The 
instructor for that class, Greg McIntosh, 

Figure 3 - Johns Manville Thermographer 
Checking Loads on MCC Route.

4

5
6

Leak Detection 
Compressed Air 
Cryogenics
Wind/Water Leaks 
(Aviation, Automotive)

Bearing Analysis 

Contact: Jim Hall 
(770) 517-8747 

jim.hall@ultra-soundtech.com 
Co-editor of UPTIME Magazine

Author of: Ultrasonic War Stories

ONSITE

ONE & TWO DAY  

WORKSHOPS

LEVELS I & II

NO MATTER WHOSE  ULTRASOUND YOU ARE USING, WE CAN TRAIN YOU! 

(770 )  517 -8747  |        www.U l t ra -SoundTech .com 

“REAL WORLD ULTRASOUND” 
“VENDOR-NEUTRAL TRAINING”  
WE DO NOT SELL EQUIPMENT! 

Acoustic Lubrication 
Steam Trap T/S 
Electrical Scanning  

       (Arcing, Tracking & Corona)
Switchgear
Substations

SPECIALIZING IN

  ONE & TWO DAY AIRBORNE
  ULTRASOUND WORKSHOPS 
Call Today to Schedule Your Training! 
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showed us some spreadsheets he had devel-
oped for information gathering.  We noticed 
data points that we needed to add, and we 
did immediately.  Remember, just going out 
and shooting with the camera is better than 
doing nothing.  But, whenever possible, 
properly identify and catalog the equipment.  
Inspect the equipment and record the data.  
Everyone has heard about the three “rules” 
of real estate – “location, location, location.”  
For infrared we’d say the three rules are: 
“data, data, data.”

 Criticality Matrix - Everything in our 
plant has a criticality rating.  That is 
an important part of our success.  The 

criticality matrix helps us to determine such 
things as route frequencies.  So, we do have 
some periodic review and adjustment of 
route frequencies, which is based on the 
criticality matrix, data from our CMMS, and 
the data that we personally collect.  We can 
also track whether or not we are using the 
correct technologies. 

 A Safer Work Place - Without a doubt, 
our infrared program makes our plant a 

safer place.  We have had a number of impor-
tant finds (see Figure 4).  When we eliminate 
these types of hot spots, we eliminate their 
potential for causing physical harm, damage 
to equipment, and downtime.  We credit our 
many IR routes and we continuously look to 
increase IR’s scope of use.

Our Reliability Program - Surviving 
the Bumps

We’d like to say that there haven’t been any 
“bumps in the road.”  But, since it wouldn’t 
be true, we won’t say it.  What we will say is 
that we haven’t obsessed about the bumps.  
When we have bumps, we slow down, some-
times stop, and sometimes back up and go a 
different direction.  Like death and taxes, we 
will always have bumps!

Part Timers and Dabbling - The four of 
us (our Reliability Team) were selected 
out of the maintenance department.  

On the surface, this might not seem like a 
bump.  But breaking free of maintenance 
tasks and moving forward with a reliability 
program proved to be a stern challenge for 

us.  We literally spent months being reliabil-
ity part timers, or “dabbling” at it.  Getting 
over that bump helped our program leap 
forward.

 Lack of Communication - This could 
be a delicate subject.  Let us just say 
that there can be a lack of understand-

ing, negativism, and some skepticism when 
something new is being tried.  Not everyone 
gets on board right away, and some may 
never climb aboard.  We have not commu-
nicated PdM, Asset Care & Reliability, and 

7
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Lower PPE Requirement
Faster
Safer

Non-Intrusive
Cost Effective

Better IR Eqipment ROI
Enhanced Operator Comfort

High PPE Requirement
Slower
Risky

Intrusive
Costly

Dangerous
Uncomfortable

Which of these Inspection Methods 
Complies with NFPA 70E?

They Both Do!
But Which Method Would You Rather Use?

IRISS Infrared viewing panes eliminate the risks associated 
with live IR inspections of electrical equipment.

For More Info, visit     www.iriss.com

Inspecting without
Infrared Panes

Inspecting 
with Infrared Panes

Figure 4 - Neutral Hotspot (150 dT):          
Critical Motor Control Panel.
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the technologies that surround them like we 
should have.  We must have a better plan and 
do a better job of communicating if we are 
going to get over this bump.  This is one of 
our ‘next steps’.

Networking - We don’t have our tech-
nologies networked together (yet).  
We are working on adding networking 

to our program in 2007.  Networking will al-
low us to better tie the technologies togeth-
er in order to achieve improved analysis.

Cramped Space - When we started out 
we had a tiny room that was crammed 
to capacity.  It was actually a hallway 

more than a room.  Our hallway had doors 
on each end that connected it to other well-
traveled points.  The constant traffic made 
it seem like Grand Central Station.  It was a 
challenge to stay focused which lasted about 
a year and a half.  In January 2006, we relo-
cated to a larger and much nicer area.  What 
a difference it made in quality of work, not to 
mention morale!

Lessons Learned

We’ve given you a quick 
overview of our infrared 
program: how we started, 
some of our successes, and 
some of the bumps on the 
road to our recent accom-
plishment of winning the 
PdM 2006 Infrared Program 
of the Year.  When we look 
back, we have seen ourselves 
grow despite our bumps.  
We think the most important 
factor in moving forward is 
that we are always looking 
for ways to improve.  When-
ever we work, go to classes 
or conferences, visit other 
programs, or do anything, 
we keep our minds open 
and always look for improve-
ment.

We have been told that 
the average life span of an 
infrared program is about 
5 years.  Five years is about 
how long it takes to com-
plete the cycle of picking the 
low hanging fruit, and for 

management to rethink the value and neces-
sity of an infrared program.  Three big rea-
sons management often chooses to eliminate 
their infrared program are a direct result of:

  •  Not expanding the use of infrared after 
      picking all the “low hanging fruit”
  •  Not documenting all work
  •  Not placing cost avoidance values 
      on all finds 

The Past and the Future 

This past September Johns Manville was pre-
sented the 2006 Infrared Program of the Year 
award by Uptime.  Three of us attended the 
ceremony from Johns Manville.  At one point, 
Uptime publisher Terry O’Hanlon asked the 
audience one question, “What are the quali-
ties of an award winning program?” 

The audience took some time to ponder the 
question.  Then, we all listened as someone 
volunteered an interesting and opposing 
answer to Mr. O’Hanlon’s question. 

A voice soon echoed through the room, 
“Staying power,” it said.  This person went 
on to say that she had seen many programs 
start down the road of success, but not be 
able to stay on track. 

Will we at Johns Manville stay on the road?  
It reminds us of the Redwoods, their stay-
ing power and the special conditions in the 
“Avenue of the Giants” that allows them to 
survive and thrive through the ages. 

Yes, our program is on the right road for 
now.  Like the redwoods , we have been 
given an excellent environment in which to 
grow.  But the real challenge will be staying 
on the road to continuous improvement.  
Will we maintain our high quality environ-
ment at Johns Manville?   Will our program 
have “staying power”? We certainly hope so.  
But only time will tell!

Nick Bohonik is a Reliability Technician at 
Johns Manville and a Level 1 Thermographer.  
Nick received a Bachelor of Arts Degree in 
1973, and was a Journeyman Electrician 
from 1977-1983, a Johns Manville Electrical 
Maintainer A from 1983-2004, and has been a  
Reliability Tech and Level 1 Thermographer 
since 2004.  He can be reached at 620-241-
4861 or nick.bohonik@jm.com.

Matt Willems is currently the Reliability 
Working Lead and Level 1 Thermographer for 
Johns Manville.  Matt obtained his Electronics 
and Communications Certificate in 1994, and 
served as Service Shop Lead/ Service Techni-
cian for ADI Systems from 1994-1997, as 
Rehabilitation Technical Specialist / Service, 
Health E-Quip from 1997-2000, as the Johns 
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New Oil Should be Clean Oil 
An Analysis of New Oil Cleanliness

by Mike Johnson, CMRP

ecently a mid-sized company conducted a study on the state of delivered oil cleanliness as part of a planned 
lubrication program development.  There were two key objectives to this abbreviated study.

      1.  Measure the current state of delivered lubricant cleanliness (solids and moisture) for five product types.
      2.  Use the results to establish a pass/fail threshold for lubricant vendors interested in supplying lubricants to  
           the various company sites.

Samples were collected for four different product types 
(diesel engine oil  - DEO; gasoline engine oil – GEO;  
transmission oil – TO; hydraulic oil  - HO) from 135 
discrete lubricant containers, including 61 samples from 
bulk tanks, 11 from semi-bulk totes (semi-bulk con-
tainers), 34 from drums, and 29 from pails.  A sample 
collection protocol was established and the sample 
materials were provided by the oil analysis laboratory.  
The quality of the sample collection process itself was 
subject to variability since multiple individuals were in-
volved in sample collection.  It is possible, but unlikely, 
that the data is invalid due to poor sample collection. 

Particle counts were conducted with a laser-type 
automatic particle counter, and the data provided in 
the form of industry accepted International Standards 
Organization (ISO) particle count (PC) range values for 
concentrations equal to or greater than four microns, 6 
microns and 14 microns respectively.  ISO range values 
are provided for Average, Maximum, Minimum, and 
Standard Deviation for each product type.    

Moisture analysis is conducted using the Karl Fisher 
method, and is provided in a parts per million value. 
Average, maximum, minimum, and standard devia-
tions are provided for moisture concentrations for each 
product type.     

The results from the survey are represented in this case 
study.  The correlation between container size and 
lubricant type was low, but will not be covered in this 
article due to space limitations. It is the author’s belief 
that the displayed results represent the state of art, for 
better or worse, for how lubricants are handled and 
delivered to commercial and industrial users.  

The Risk of Dirty Oil

There is a growing awareness of the significant negative 
impact that solid contaminants can have on lubricated 
component surfaces.  Multiple studies have been con-

ducted by component manufacturers and industrial re-
search organizations showing the relationship between 
lubricant cleanliness and component lifecycles. 

The lubricant film that forms between moving compo-
nents provides an extraordinary level of protection and 
withstands similar extraordinary abuse. The film cannot 
however offset the destruction that occurs when par-
ticles are able to enter the microscopic gaps between 
the interacting surfaces. If the particles are smaller than 
the dynamic (operating) clearance then they may pass 
through without any contact with the machine surface.  
If the particle is small enough to enter, but too large to 
pass cleanly through then the particle closes the gap, 
absorbs and transfers the load between the surfaces. 

For components that roll against one another (element 
bearings, gear teeth), the particles can transmit the 
entire dynamic load into and area that is much smaller 
than the component designer intended.  When this 
occurs the unit loads exceed the material strength of 
the component materials, and microscopic stress cracks 
form below the component surfaces.  When crack 
concentration is high the cracks intersect, open larger 
cracks and eventually grow to a state that allows sur-
face materials to separate and float free. These micro-
scopic sized pieces are surface metal are then measured 
and reported in the form of machine wear debris. This 
wear condition is called micro-pitting.  

As a surface imperfection opens up on a highly loaded 
surface, and the edges of the roughed up surface are 
‘worked’, the micro-pit will grow much the same way 
that a small hole in a concrete roadway will grow as 
tires pass repeatedly over the edges.  

Particle damage to sliding surfaces occurs in a slightly 
different way.  With sliding surface component interac-
tions, the clearance size particle enters the working 
area and is pressed into the softer of the two surfaces 
(there is nearly always one hard surface and one softer 
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p to this point in our series of articles, we have discussed the traditional and customary methods of testing 
AC induction motors while they are running or de-energized.  In the next two articles, we will discuss three 
‘modern’ methods of evaluating the condition of the insulation system including the two methods of Motor 
Circuit Analysis (MCA) and surge comparison testing.  Each of these methodologies operates differently in 

how they evaluate the condition of the insulation to ground and the inter-turn insulation system of an electric machine.

As we progressed through the previous articles, you 
might have noticed that the primary part of the insula-
tion analysis focused on the ground-wall insulation 
system.  In the March, 2007 article, we discussed the 
operation of the insulation system itself, and how high 
voltage ground-wall insulation test instruments work.  
However, the greatest number of electrical failures in 
a motor winding actually occur between conductors or 
coils, with only 17% of insulation failures ending with an 
insulation to ground fault.

Because of the reactive nature of turn and coil insulation 
breakdown, DC resistance readings from phase to phase 
will not detect them at any stage up until conductors 
break or somehow come into direct contact with each 
other.  This means that you must either detect insulation 
weakness or insulation degradation.  The technologies 
we are going to discuss include insulation weakness 
(surge comparison testing) and insulation degradation 
(MCA) by looking at the reactive components of the 
system.  We will also explore the three major players in 
these technologies: ALL-TEST Pro, Baker Instruments and 
PdMA and how they use these technologies, in combina-
tion with some of the other testing we have discussed 
in this series, to provide motor diagnostics and condi-
tion-based solutions.  In this article, we will discuss low 
voltage testing and in the next article we will discuss 
high voltage testing methods.

Motor Circuit Analysis

Modern MCA devices use low voltage sinusoidal outputs 
designed to excite the insulation system dipoles and 
surrounding magnetic steel dipoles as well as other DC 
insulation tests in order to obtain a more complete view 
of the condition of the insulation system.  There are 
several key benefits to this approach: Size and voltage 
rating of the machine being tested do not matter; in 
many instances, specific pass/fail criteria can be applied 

for phase to phase comparisons; and, Degradation can 
be trended over time without any adverse effects on the 
existing condition.

Detection of Winding Contamination

There are several ways to detect winding contamination 
using MCA.  These methods include: The traditional in-
sulation resistance test; Polarization Index and Dielectric 
Absorption Tests; Capacitance; and, Impedance and 
inductance comparison.

Because one of the last measurements to change due 
to a winding fault is inductance (L), a test result of L can 
be used as a comparative baseline.  This is important, 
as the relative position of the rotor in an assembled ma-
chine will effect the reading due to mutual inductance.  
When considering the stator as the primary in a trans-
former, and the rotor as the secondary, the number of 
turns in relation to each other will give slightly different 
readings.  In each rotor position of an induction motor, 
the ratio of turns will be slightly different in each phase, 
causing a slightly different value of inductance.
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Motor Testing, The Next Level 
Evaluating Motor Condition with Advanced Diagnostics 

by Howard W. Penrose, PhD, CMRP

Figure 1 - Good Impedance and Inductance 
Pattern
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Winding contamination causes changes to 
the capacitance of the winding circuit due 
to the polarization of the contaminants (i.e.: 
moisture).  When referencing the simple 
impedance formula, it identifies that a change 
in capacitance will have a negative impact on 
impedance.  Also, with instruments that use 
very low voltages, the capacitive reactance has 
a more significant impact on the impedance 
as the capacitive value is more dominant.  The 
result, using a relatively low frequency and 
sinusoidal output, is a collapse of imped-
ance towards inductance in the phase which 
has the greatest impact from contamination 
or moisture.  In cases of high humidity, the 
insulation has to have fissures or defects in 
order to cause the change.  However, it is able 
to detect inter-turn, inter-coil and coil end 
contamination.

Another impact will be on trended circuit 
capacitance, especially when compensating for 
the ambient humidity on machines that have 
cooled to ambient temperature, and testing 
temperature, which also has a direct impact 
on capacitance-only measurements.  The level 
of sensitivity of this type of measurement is 
a double-edged sword.  While it has the sen-
sitivity to ambient temperature and humidity 
changes from test to test, it can also detect 
changes very early, making it an excellent 
trendable test.  Users with limited experi-
ence should consider additional testing prior 
to making a call based on this measurement.  
This measurement can also detect inter-turn, 
inter-coil and coil end contamination.

The Polarization Index (PI) and Dielectric Ab-
sorption (DA) will detect when contaminants 
build up between the conductors and ground.  
As mentioned in the February, 2007, edition 

of Uptime Magazine in “Keeping Up Resis-
tance,” the ratio of the 10 minute to 1 minute 
insulation resistance reading for PI and the 1 
minute to 30 second ratio for DA will detect 
most contamination issues when trended.  

However, for single PI or DA testing, a 
different approach can be taken.  In this 
approach, the curve is monitored for the 
whole time.  If the winding is clean and 
dry, the curve will be smooth.  However, if 
there are sudden dips in the curve, it iden-
tifies capacitive discharges that indicate 
winding contamination.

Overloaded Windings

Overheated windings have a similar impact 
as winding contamination.  The difference 
is that the insulation is thermally degrad-
ing causing increased resistance to dipolar 
action.  In this case, the capacitance value 
will change causing a decrease in imped-

ance in one or more phases.

In both winding contamination and overload-
ed winding conditions, the end result will be 
a winding short.  Winding contamination can 
be corrected through a clean, dip and bake, 
if detected and corrected in its early stages.  
However, once changes occur that allow for 
the detection of a winding fault, the winding 
will have to be replaced.  If the issue is an 
overloaded winding, the corrective action is a 
rewind.

Winding Shorts

One of the keys to proper MCA testing is that 
inductance is not used as a primary method 
of detecting developing shorts.  Instead, two 
specific measurements are used in combina-
tion to determine the type and severity of the 
defect.  These measurements are the circuit 

phase angle and the 
current/frequency 
response method.

When a defect occurs 
in the winding, it 
changes the effective 
capacitance of the 
complete circuit.  The 
change in capacitance 
will directly effect 
how the low level 
current lags behind 
voltage with the 
usual result being an 

increase in capacitance and a reduction of the 
phase angle in the effected phase.  Once the 
fault becomes more severe, it will begin to 
effect the surrounding phases.  This normally 
occurs when the defect exists in one coil or 
between coils in the same phase.  A very small 
change in capacitance within the circuit can be 
detected, allowing the detection of single turn 
faults and pinhole shorts when using very low 
frequencies.

A second method of fault detection uses a cur-
rent ratio, similar in method to the frequency 
response test used for transformer testing.  
However, the low voltage current is measured, 
then the frequency is exactly doubled and a 
percentage reduction in the low-level current 
is produced.  When the frequency is doubled, 
small changes to capacitance between conduc-
tors or phases are amplified, causing a change 
to the percentage reduction when compared 
between phases.

The combination of phase angle and current/
frequency response allow for the detection 
of winding shorts and the type of short being 
detected in any size machine.  Also, due to the 
use of low voltage and the result that only a 
small change to circuit capacitance is required 
to detect the faults, early winding defects can 
be detected quickly and trended to failure.

Another method of detecting late-stage wind-
ing faults is to perform a rotor inductance 
test.  At the completion of the test, if one 
phase is significantly shifted from the other 
phases, it either indicates a significant phase 
unbalance or a winding short.  If the motor 
had been previously tested, a shift would 
indicate a winding short.
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Figure 2 - Bad Impedance and Inductance 
Pattern
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Capacitive Discharges



Rotor Testing With MCA

MCA inductance readings can be used to de-
termine if rotor bar faults exist in the electric 
motor.  The MCA device excites the core steel 
based upon the amount of current available to 
the circuit and reacts across the airgap.  The 
direct relationship to the ability to detect the 
rotor circuit across the airgap depends upon 
the distance across the airgap, the area of the 
steel magnetized and the length of the stator 
core.  In longer cores, the effect will carry 
across the airgap and excite the rotor core 
and induce the instrument frequency into the 
rotor circuit.  In large machines, the amount 
of energy available from an MCA device allows 
for the detection of rotor defects only above 
the area immediately surrounding each coil 
side.

This produces multiple effects:

1.  The mutual inductance changes as the 
     rotor position changes as a direct result of 
     the change to the transformer ratio 
     between the primary (stator) and second- 
     ary (rotor).  A good rotor will show a 
     repeating pattern, a bad rotor bar will 
     change the transformer ratio and a defect 
     will appear as a non-repeating pattern.

2.  Fractures will be readily detected as the 
     induced energy is relatively low and the ox-
     ides on the surface of the defect will block 
     the low-level current with the same result 
     as a bad rotor bar, as above.  Whereas, in 
     higher voltage rotor tests, the energy may 
     be significant enough to pass through the 
     defect.
3.  In rare instances, the airgap may be too 
     significant and very little to no variation of 
     the mutual inductance occurs.  In this case, 
     larger defects, such as multiple fractures 
     or a broken bar, will show as a variation in 
     a straight line.
4.  MCA technology has the ability to detect 
     wound rotor, synchronous rotor field and 
     other wound-rotor defects across the air-
     gap.  Because of the impedance ratio be-
     tween the primary and secondary, rotor 
     winding defects will show as a change to 
     phase angle and current/frequency re-
     sponse and will vary based upon rotor 
     position.

The ALL-TEST IV PRO 2000™ MCA Instrument

The MCA device manufacturer ALL-TEST PRO, 
LLC, provides lower cost, hand-held, MCA 
devices.  The ALL-TEST IV PRO 2000 uses two 
test leads, much like a multi-meter, and a 500 

data-set memory that can be uploaded to pro-
prietary software.  The software system uses 
simple rules to evaluate the condition of the 
winding for the user and to trend data.

The types of data collected by the unit in-
clude:

•  A DC milli-Ohm test that is compared for 
    balance phase to phase.  This allows for a 
    percentage resistive unbalance that does 
    not require temperature correction.  It is 
    basically used to detect gross loose connec-
    tions, broken conductors or other resistive 
    faults.
•  Circuit impedance at frequency selections 
    of 100, 200, 400 and 800 Hz that the 
    instrument picks based upon proprietary 
    logic.
•  Circuit inductance.
•  Phase angle readings at the same frequency 
    as impedance.
•  Current/Frequency readings with the base 
    frequency the same as impedance.
•  An insulation to ground test to 100 Meg-
    Ohms at a selectable 500 or 1,000 Volts.

The primary purpose of the ALL-TEST IV PRO 
2000 is to detect insulation defects indicat-
ing developing winding shorts, existing 
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winding shorts, winding contamination and 
rotor faults.  The resistance and insulation to 
ground tests are used to detect significant 
resistive and ground-wall insulation faults.

The PdMA MCE Instrument

The MCA device manufacturer PdMA provides 
a laptop and case unit device.  This device 
is able to connect to all three phases and 
ground during the testing cycle and the data 
is entered directly into the included laptop.  
The software provides alarms and trending 
capabilities to detect faults.

The types of data collected by the unit in-
clude:

•  A 4-wire Kelvin bridge DC resistance test.  
    This value is temperature corrected for 
    trending and phase to phase comparison.
•  AC testing performed at 300 or 1200 Hz.
•  Inductance testing for phase to phase 
    inductance balance comparison.
•  Circuit capacitance testing for trending.
•  Insulation resistance testing with tempera-
    ture correction and the ability to perform 
    a PI and/or DA test.  The PI and DA tests 
    produce the curves in order to detect 
    capacitive discharges.
•  A higher voltage insulation test system is 
    available as an option to allow for up to 
    5,000 Volt test values and higher PI and 
    DA tests.

The primary purpose of the MCE is to detect 
insulation to ground defects, rotor faults and 
later stage winding shorts.

Conclusion

In this article we have discussed Motor Circuit 
Analysis technologies and how they are used 
to detect winding degradation and rotor 
condition with induction electric motors.  
The discussion outlined detection of winding 
contamination, overloaded windings, devel-
oping and shorted windings and rotor faults.  
The two primary MCA devices offered from 
ALL-TEST Pro, LLC and PdMA are similar but 
one focuses primarily on early winding short 
detection and the other on ground-wall insula-
tion systems and rotor condition.

In our next article, we will discuss high voltage 
insulation testing followed by a discussion of 
the test limits for each of the technologies.
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surface with a sliding interface).   
The particle hangs there until 
eventual repeated contacts 
either dislodge or break the of-
fending particle, or the particle 
cuts away enough machine 
material that a gap opens be-
tween the lodged particle and 
the opposite surface eliminating 
further contact. 

One last interesting detail 
should be understood: particles 
that are small enough to pass 
into, but not cleanly through, 
the dynamic component work-
ing area range from one to five 
microns in size, which is around 
the size of a red blood cell.  The 
particles are very, very tough.  
Larger particles may crumble 
under the load of the machine, 
but at these very small sizes the particles 
are actually harder than the machine metal 
surfaces.  This seems unlikely, but is true for 
many types of commonly found particles.  
Even the wear debris that is produced is hard 
enough to create more surface damage on 
surfaces with the same relative material hard-
ness.  Abrasive wear can become a rapidly 
escalating problem for highly loaded surfaces 
if solid particles are not controlled.  

The new lubricant is one of many sources of 
solid particle contaminants. The lubricant 
raw materials are not pre-cleaned before be-
ing combined into a finished lubricant.  The 
vessels used to blend the raw materials fill 
with  blend-plant atmosphere each time the 
vessel is emptied.  Additionally, each time 
the transport container (transport, haul truck, 
drum, oil can) drains down it is filled with the 
air from the immediate environment.  Often 
the immediate environment is rich with 
microscopically sized particles.  This study 
reveals the nature of the contaminant threat 
imposed by new lubricants.   

Figure one shows the particle concentra-
tions of the worst samples in each of the 
four groups tested.  The least egregious of 
the four (i.e., the cleanest sample of the four 
‘worst case scenarios’) belongs to the hydrau-
lic sample, with a ISO grade of 21/19/16.  This 
could be characterized as a very poor quality 
level for delivered cleanliness, even though 
it may not sound like a large amount.  Lets 
consider what the score really tells us.

Each color of the Figure 1 graph represents 
a concentration of particles for a given size.  
The dark blue bar represents the concentra-
tion of all particles greater than four microns 
in size.  As Table 1 demonstrates, at a range 
value of 21, this sample could contain up 
to two million particles greater than four 
microns in the 3.38 ounce bottle.  The light 
green bar represents a set of larger particles 
found within the dark blue bar.  This value, 
at 19, tells us that the sample could contain 
between 250k and 500k particles greater 
than six microns in the sample bottle.  The 
yellow bar represents the concentration 
of largest particles, those greater than 14 
microns in size.  
This last group 
count is included 
in both of the 
previous groups, 
so it is now being 
counted for the 
third time, but 
for the first time 
as a separate cat-
egory.  This ≥ 14-
micron category 
has a range value 
of 16, meaning 
that this sample 
contains between 
32 and 64 thou-
sand particles 
greater than 14 
microns in size in 
the 3.38 ounces 

of fluid in the bottle.  

In round terms, this sample con-
tains roughly 10 parts per million 
of solid material.  That doesn’t 
sound like a large number but it is.  

One can get a sense of the con-
centration for each micron size for 
each lubricant type using the chart 
in Table 1.  For instance, the dark 
blue bar ( ≥ 4 micron particles) for 
the DEO, with a range value of 24, 
represents between 8 million to 16 
million particles per each sample 
bottle full.  That would obviously 
be abrasive.  Try to estimate for 
yourself what the concentra-
tions would be for the ≥ 6 micron 
particles (= 21) and ≥ 14 micron 
particles (= 18).  

These numbers represent the worst-case 
condition for each size classification for each 
lubricant category.  Fortunately, the best-
case scenario is quite a bit better.  Figure 2 
shows the best-case particle ranges for each 
particle size by lubricant category.   Once 
again, the HO (hydraulic oil) reveals the low-
est concentration for a particle size category, 
the ≥ 14-micron category, at a respectable 
value of 11.  

This means that for this sample scenario, the 
lubricant in the bottle would only have 1000 
to 2000 particles greater than 14 microns 
in size.   Since hydraulic components are 
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Figure 1 - Maximum Particle Concentration (PC) from the 
test group for each product type.

Number of Particles Per 
100 ml of Fluid

ISO Range 
Numbers

Number of Particles Per 
100 ml of Fluid

ISO Range 
Numbers

More 
Than

Up To & 
Including

More 
Than

Up To & 
Including

8,000,000 16,000,000 24 2,000 4,000 12

4,000,000 8,000,000 23 1,000 2,000 11

2,000,000 4,000,000 22 500 1,000 10

1,000,000 2,000,000 21 250 500 9

500,000 1,000,000 20 130 250 8

250,000 500,000 19 64 130 7

130,000 250,000 18 32 64 6

64,000 130,000 17 16 32 5

32,000 64,000 16 8 16 4

16,000 32,000 15 4 8 3

8,000 16,000 14 2 4 2

4,000 8,000 13 1 2 1

Table 1 - Standard Range Concentration Chart for 100 ml 
sample volume.
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particularly sensitive to hard particles this is 
relatively good news.  

It is interesting to note that the cleanest 
sample collected for the DEO had a (rounded) 
range value of 19 (250K to 500K particles per 
3.38 oz. sample bottle) at ≥ 4 micron particle 
size.  For a best case scenario, this leaves a 
lot of room for improvement.  

Setting Condemning Targets for 
Future Lubricant Receipts

A central reason for this study was to try 
to determine an appropriate target range 
for condemning a lubricant as unaccept-
able.  For that purpose, an average was 

calculated for each 
particle size range for 
each lubricant type.  
The sample popula-
tion size is large 
enough that it should 
represent a credible 
average and range 
with which to try 
to set target values.  
Table 2 and Figure 3 
provide the data in 
both numerical and 
graphical form.
Table 2 reveals the ac-
tual range values per 
category, and Table 
3 shows the standard 
deviation for the 
whole data set per 
lubricant category.  
With these two sets 

of values, it is possible to arrive at a reason-
ably tolerant ‘not-to-exceed’ limit for each 
lubricant delivery, regardless of whether it is 
a truckload or a single pail.  

Once known, a plus-one, two or three stan-
dard deviation rule can be applied to the av-
erage range value to set a condemning limit.  

For example, the average hydraulic oil ISO 
cleanliness rating is 18/16/13.  For a low-tech-
nology type of system (low  to medium pres-
sures, low temperatures, gear or vane pump, 
simple controls) this is a reasonable target 
cleanliness level.   However, for a sophisticat-
ed CNC system (high pressures, variable vol-

ume piston pumps, 
servo control values, 
low clearance work 
requirements), 
the owner would 
be wise to set the 
routine target 
to a much lower 
threshold, around 
15/13/11.

It is obvious that 
the average cleanli-
ness quality oil will 
not be adequate for 
the higher critical-
ity machine.  The 
reliability manager 
might use the aver-
age (18/16/13) less 

one or two standard deviations to establish 
the acceptable routine threshold for hydrau-
lic oil cleanliness for lubricants purchased for 
the CNC application.

For purpose of this discussion, assume that 
a one-standard-deviation improvement is 
applied to the standing average.  The new in-
plant target (in whole numbers) would be:
Obviously, the range can float to whatever 
value is considered acceptable.  For a broad 
based condemning limit, consider the ef-

fect of allowing the average of all the site’s 
measured particle counts PLUS one standard 
deviation.  For the hydraulic oils, the (whole 
number) results would be as follows:
In this particular analysis exercise the stan-
dard deviations for the diesel engine oil was 
less than the other product groups.  Al-

though the diesel oils were appreciably more 
dirty, there was less variability in the set of 
samples (which explains the lower standard 
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Figure 2 - Minimum Particle Concentrations by particle size 
for  each lubricant category.
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Figure 3 - Particle Count Averages for all product categories.
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Water ≥ 4 ≥ 6 ≥ 14

DEO 2,409.3 21.2 19.9 14.9

GEO 1629.9 20.2 18.7 14.1

TO 1449.2 20.8 19.6 14.4

HO 259.9 18.0 16.6 13.2

Table 2 - Average of particle range 
values for all samples.

Standard Deviation

Water ≥ 4 ≥ 6 ≥ 14

DEO 615.7 0.9 0.8 1.0

GEO 729.5 1.1 1.0 1.1

TO 796.0 1.5 1.7 1.6

HO 176.6 1.1 1.0 1.3

Table 3 - Standard Deviations for all 
ranges by product type.

Current Avg. Less 1 Std. Dev. ISO Target

≥4 = 18 -  1.1 * 1 = 1.1 16

≥6 = 16 -  1.0 * 1 = 1.0 15

≥14 = 13 -  1.3 * 1 = 1.3 12

Current Avg. Plus 1 Std. Dev. ISO Target

≥4 = 18 +  1.1 * 1 = 1.1 20

≥6 = 16 +  1.0 * 1 = 1.0 17

≥14 = 13 +  1.3 * 1 = 1.3 15
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deviation).  So, when this approach is applied 
to diesel engines oils the following results 
are produced:
There was no movement.  Given the already 
high levels, this result may be good, but that 
would be a purely subjective call.  If manage-

ment determines that the standing condition 
is unacceptable, and chooses to set the tar-
get at the average less one standard devia-
tion, then the new target becomes 20/18/14. 

This approach does not suggest a single cor-
rect answer.  It is only intended to provide an 
easy-to-calculate and easy-to-explain objec-
tive basis for setting a cleanliness target, and 
is also rooted in, to some degree, a state of 
practical reality.

A similar approach could be applied to 
desired dryness of the lubricant.  The sample 
data reveals an expected condition with com-
bustion engine oils: the oils have relatively 
high concentrations of moisture because of 
a specific type of additive (dispersant) that 
is present, particularly in diesel engine oils.  
The additive helps to prevent soot from 
plating out inside the engine cavity.  The ad-
ditive treats soot and water the same way – it 
traps and holds the contaminant in suspen-
sion.  Consequently, engine oils tend to have 
naturally high moisture levels.  This is not a 
problem since the operating temperature of 
engines is high enough to drive moisture off 
shortly after beginning operation. 

Maximum, minimum and average water 
concentrations from the sample group are 
displayed in Figure 4, and the actual numbers 
are shown in Tables 2 and 3.  The lubricant 

user could subtract one or two standard 
deviations from the maximum, or could add 
one or two standard deviation to the mini-
mum, or could do either from the average 
of all samples to establish a threshold.  As 
is the case with solid particles, lower levels 
would be better for the lubricant and the 
machine, particularly for industrial lubricant 
and machines. 

Conclusion

This analysis provides some quantitative 
insight into the extent to which different 
lubricants are contaminated with common 
environmental contaminants during the 
manufacturing and handling process.  The 
data does not suggest any great benefit 
may be seen from purchasing lubricants in a 
particular type of container (drum, pail, bulk).  
All containers showed relatively high levels of 
solid and moisture contaminants.  

The model for selecting a target threshold is 
intended to be quantitative, practical, easily 
adjustable, and easily explained.  It is not 
intended to suggest a best practice, but is 
intended to offer an objective approach that 
can be used throughout an organization. 

Mike Johnson is the founder of Advanced 
Machine Reliability Resources Inc., a firm 
that provides precision lubrication program 
development, consulting and training.  He 
has written and presented  numerous tech-
nical papers at symposia and conferences 
throughout North America about how to 
use machine lubrication to drive machine 
reliability.   Mike is happily married, plays 
and coaches soccer, and has 3 young chil-
dren that consume his remaining time and 
attention.  He can be reached at mjohn-
son@amrri.com or 615-771-6030.

Current Avg. Plus 1 Std. Dev. ISO Target

≥4 = 21 +  0.9 * 1 = 0.9 21

≥6 = 19 +  0.8 * 1 = 0.8 19

≥14 = 14 +  1.0 * 1 = 1.0 15
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Figure 4 - Water contamination levels for each product type.
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ith energy prices soaring, efficiency is the name of the game when it comes to battling the costs of 
keeping cool.  During an energy audit, efforts to increase efficiency often focus on better sealing, 
managing replacement air, more efficient motors, sophisticated electronic controls or other high tech 
solutions that improve the situation, but offer lengthy returns on your investment.  In this struggle 

to squeeze every BTU out of each kilowatt hour, auditors tend to overlook, trivialize or completely ignore climate 
control fan drive systems as an opportunity to make significant efficiency gains and achieve cost savings.

On many AC units, the drive system often utilizes the 
popular V-belt to transmit power from the motor to the 
fan and/or compressor.  Some companies would have 
you believe that this well established power transmis-
sion system is outdated and inefficient; suggesting the 
path to increased efficiency is with a synchronous belt 
drive.  While there is no question that synchronous belt 
drive systems are very efficient in their power deliv-
ery, they are more costly, they emit a telltale whine 
resulting in higher noise and their inherent precision 
requires more meticulous drive alignment.  Conversely, 
V-belts are inexpensive, uncomplicated, forgiving, quiet 
and reliable.  The misnomer with V-belts is that they 
are inherently inefficient.  The truth is that a properly 
designed, installed, and maintained V-belt drive system 
is virtually as efficient as a synchronous belt drive (see 
Figure 1).  The problem lies with the stretching of the 

V-belts and the regular maintenance required by them.  
Over their life, V-belts will continue to stretch and, if 
they are not regularly retensioned, their efficiency can 
drop from 96%+ to well below 90% resulting in wasted 
energy and reduced belt life.

While the obvious solution to this problem is regular 
preventative maintenance on the V-belt drives, this 
often isn’t as straightforward as it might seem.  Unfor-
tunately, many maintenance departments are minimally 
staffed and a preventative V-belt drive maintenance 
program is simply not a priority.  Additionally, locations 
that are difficult to access, inclement weather, and ill 
functioning tensioning systems are just a few of many 
other reasons these belt drives are not maintained 
to produce optimum power transmission efficiency.  
Fortunately there is a solution to this conundrum: the 

use of an automatic spring 
loaded belt tensioner.

Belt tensioners (see Figure 
2) work by applying a 
preset load to the V-belt 
which yields the proper  
tension for optimum ef-
ficiency and life.  As the 
V-belt stretches, the spring 
loaded tensioner takes up 
the slack and maintains 
the proper tension.  By 
applying one of these 
tensioning devices, you 
maintain the reliability and 
simplicity of a V-belt drive 
system with the mainte-
nance free efficiency of a 
synchronous belt drive.

Tighten Your Belts
Automatic Belt Tensioner Increases HVAC Belt Drive Effi ciency  

by Frank Fatato 
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Figure 1 - Effi ciency Comparison of Drive Systems
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The key difference between these two routes 
is the payback period on your investment.  
While a variety of factors will affect your 
return on investment, it is typical to see the 
energy savings cover the cost of a tensioner 
within 6 months while a retrofit to a synchro-
nous belt drive may take over 2.5 years.

Whether you decide simply to bolt on a 
spring loaded belt tensioner or go to the 
significant extra expense of changing out 

pulleys and belts 
to a synchronous 
system, you will see 
energy savings over 
your existing un-
maintained drives 
(see Figure 3).  

Frank Fatato is Product Development and 
Applications Engineering Manger at Fenner 
Drives since 2002. A Drexel graduate and 

MBA, he has six patents to his credit with 
others pending. For more information on 
energy-saving innovations, he and his team 
can be reached at frankfatato@fennerdrives.
com or 800-243-3374. 
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Figure 2 - Installed V-Belt Tensioner.
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or some people leak detection might mean simply spraying a soapy solution onto a suspected leak area and 
looking for bubbles to appear.  For others leak detection is an art form.  Since finding leaks on nitrogen blankets 
of oil-filled transformers can be very difficult, most people wouldn’t argue that this particular application should 
be considered, at least in part, an art form.  The good news is that by using an ultrasound receiver, and some-

times a low-surface tension wetting solution, nitrogen blanket leaks can actually be found quickly.  Of course, it takes 
practice and a little creativity to find the leaks fast. 

The Art of Leak Detection 
Right Tools, Right Technique Key to Finding Nitrogen Blanket Leaks

 
by Jim Hall

For years, airborne ultrasound was known as a leak detec-
tor first and an instrument for PdM practices second.  
Fortunately today, more and more people recognize it 
as a much more versatile and comprehensive tool.  In an 
ironic twist of fate, from time to time I will run across a 
maintenance department that has forgotten the versatil-
ity of ultrasound as a leak detector.  In their minds, they 
have placed it in a much too confining box as purely a 
compressed air leak detector.  Leak detection should not 
just mean compressed air leaks from your compressors.  
To gain the most benefit from your instrument, you must 
think about detecting leaks of all kinds.  Think about any 
material - gas or liquid - that can leak.  Think overall leak 
detection. 

Why Ultrasound?

Airborne ultrasound is lightweight, durable, effective in 
noisy environments, low-cost, and the learning curve is 
short.  In other words, ultrasound is the perfect technol-
ogy with which to begin, or enhance, a PdM program.  
You can begin detecting and correcting problems that will 
make a difference to your maintenance program almost as 
soon as the instrument arrives.

Ultrasound is short wave, typically 1/8”-5/8” in length, 
low-energy and tends to be directional.  Low frequency 
or sonic sound on the other hand can be a gross wave ¾” 
to 60 feet long, strong energy and omnidirectional.  Most 
airborne ultrasound instruments have tunable frequen-
cies that allow the technician to tune into what he/she 
wants to hear and/or tune out what might be competing 
ultrasound.

Airborne ultrasound is an inexpensive way to lower utility 
costs in your plant and reduce man-hours due to unsched-
uled maintenance. 

Besides compressed air and vacuum, in-leakage on 
expansion joints, leak detection of soot blower systems 
(compressed air), leak detection of heat exchangers both 
on & off line, condenser leaks (waterbox) and steam leaks 
are just a few of many other possible leak applications 
which airborne ultrasound can detect.  Cryogenic gases, 

such as bottled nitrogen, oxygen and hydrogen, are also 
good candidates for ultasound leak detection.

Transformers

Transformers are not just located in substations.  Some 
transformers, known as step-up transformers, are located 
in the power plant near an electric generator.  Much like 
a water pump builds up pressure to supply water over 
a long distance, generating plants do much the same by 
using “step-up” transformers to bring the voltage up to 
ranges from 69,000 volts (69kV) to 765,000 (765kV) so 
that the voltage can be carried great distances over the 
power lines.

Typically, these are oil-filled transformers. These trans-
formers are either sealed (no vents) or an automatic gas 
sealed transformer. 

  •  A sealed transformer is self-cooled and the transform-
      er tank is sealed, not to allow ambient air to enter.    
      This unit operates under a positive pressure. The 
      space above the oil level is filled with an inert gas 
      such as nitrogen. No nitrogen bottle is attached.

  •  An automatic gas sealed transformer will 
      automatically compensate for the expansion 
      of the oil inside the tank by bleeding off 
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Figure 1 - Step-up Transformer.



blanket air space, and, again, I would take an 
ultrasonic receiver and listen for the leak. 

Flange Bolts

When tightening the bolts of access plates and 
bolted flanges, tighten all the bolts uniformly. 
Do not try to tighten all the bolts down tight, 
or torque the bolts on the first tightening.  Al-
low time between each tightening to allow the 
gasket to seat itself.  All bolts of access plates 
and bushings should be torqued to manufactur-
er’s specification.

The water-based wetting solution I use is a low 
surface tension surfactant.  When applied to 
the gasket surface or bolted flange it produces 
tiny bubbles that an ultrasonic receiver can hear 
quite well.  The bubbles sound like a bowl of 
Rice Krispies a thousand times over.

Why not just look for the bubbles?  The 
bubbles that the low-surface tension makes are 
tiny.  I would guess about 200-300 tiny bubbles 
per ¼ inch.  A person could easily miss seeing 
the bubbles.  Also, the wetting solution can 
make its way into tight spaces beyond visual 
range, but can still easily be heard by the ultra-
sonic receiver as the bubbles rise and collapse.  
The short wave of the ultrasonic signal given 
off by the liquid can be easily pinpointed even 
when out of line-of-sight. 

Some wetting solution formulas sold are a 
heavy surfactant that can easily mask a leak.  
After a leak is covered the underlying surface 
tension is not strong enough to move the liquid 
to form a bubble.

Think of this wetting solution as a “pressure ac-
tivated liquid”, no pressure means no bubbles.
The wetting solutions I use have a leak rate 
of 1x10-4 to a 1x10-6 std/cc/sec leak rate.  Most 
ultrasound receivers are rated at 1x10-2 /-3 
std/cc/sec.  I think of the ultrasound receiver 
and the low-surface tension surfactant as an 
absolute must in finding leaks on transformers. 
If the wetting solution you are currently using, 
does not produce a strong sound of bubbles 
popping, then find one that does!

Back to the Recent Leak Detection Job

As I mentioned, normally I would increase 
the pressure and look for the leak.  But since 
I knew this leak was quite large, I decided to 
just scan the top of the transformer with the 
ultrasound instrument first.  Wow!  No sooner 
had I turned on the instrument than I instantly 
heard the leak coming from the bushing surface 
mount flange and gasket. 

      nitrogen pressure when the liquid expands 
      and adds nitrogen if the liquid levels drop. 
      A nitrogen bottle and regulator is normally 
      attached to the transformer. 

WARNING - The transformer tank contains 
insulating liquid in the gas space. The gas space 
normally, contains nitrogen gas. To avoid death 
by suffocation, DO NOT ENTER TANK unless an 
analysis of the air inside the tank indicates at 
least 19.5% oxygen.

Leaks on these types of transformers can cause 
serious problems like shut-downs, power loss 
to power grids, unscheduled down-time and 
maintenance on the transformers. 

Leak detection on oil filled transformers should 
be performed slowly and with attention to any 
air space above the fluid or oil level.  The nitro-
gen blanket atop the oil level can have many 
escape routes.  Some of the typical escape 
routes are along a welded surface, the bolted 
flange and the gasket or seal of an access plate 
and/or the surface mount for the bushing atop 
the transformer.

Last month, I was called to locate a leak atop a 
large step-up transformer.  The leak was so bad 
that a nitrogen bottle was being replaced every 
other day.  That is a huge amount of nitrogen 
waste, so this was quite a significant leak. 

After having the transformer taken off-line (de-
energized) and fully grounded, we started our 
inspection.

As my standard process on a transformer of this 
size, I would increase the pressure slowly to 
about 5 psig.  Then I would use an ultrasonic 
receiver to listen for a leak.  If I didn’t hear the 
leak, I would then painstakingly spray or brush 
a wetting solution onto the regulator and as-
sociated piping and then on to any gasket sur-
face or bolted flange, bushing or access plate 
located above the oil level within the nitrogen 

I continued my leak detection process, trying 
to locate other leaks by spraying the bolted 
flanges of the bushings with the wetting solu-
tion.  I discovered two more leaks between two 
bolts on the upper flange (see Fig. 4). The wet-
ting solution penetrated around the bolt and 
although I could not see the bubbles, I could 
hear the leak quite clearly.  Having returned the 
next day to the same bushing flange, I again 
used the wetting solution and clearly heard the 
leak again.

The leaks I heard were missed earlier by some-
one not using an ultrasonic receiver. There is 
no doubt that, had the technician used ultra-
sound, the leak would have been very obvious.  
Also worth noting, had the technician used a 
wetting solution such as a heavy surfactant or 
even the light surface tension surfactant, the 
leak still would not have been seen with the na-
ked eye.  This particular leak was so large that 
it would actually blow the liquid away before a 
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Figure 2 - Nitrogen blanket pressure 
regulator and associated piping. 

Figure 3 - Close up view of bolts on 
flange of bushing. Second bolt in picture 
to the right is a leak point found using a 

low-surface tension surfactant.

Figure 4 - Bushing with two leak locations.  
Top Box: Leak located at bolts.  Lower 
Box: Leak located on the flange mount 

gasket.
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bubble could form.  Again, had the technician 
only used an ultrasonic receiver on this large 
leak, it would have been heard. 

I have placed MPEGs (video) of the leak to be 
viewed on-line at www.Ultra-SoundTech.com. 
In the first MPEG you can clearly see the leak 
blow away the wetting solution as it is applied. 
In the second MPEG you can clearly see the 
ultrasonic receiver (SDT 170 receiver with an 
18-inch Flexible Wand) pass over the leak and 
the leak site can easily be heard.

Wetting Solutions

Many of the ultrasound manufacturers have 
wetting solutions.  Ask the manufacturer of 
your instrument if he has a low surface tension 
surfactant that is rated for leaks starting at 
1x10-4 to 1x10-6 std/cc/sec.  Any 10 weight oil 
is another low surface tension fluid that works 
well.  Other liquids (e.g. - an alcohol based 
cleaning fluid commonly used to clean dry-
erase boards) can also work well.  No joke!

Note:  Consult with the manufacturer of any 
and all products you use to assure the liquid 
will not harm the surface of the transformer 

or ceramic bushing or whatever surface you 
are testing. Also, you should acquire an MSDS 
of the product or liquids taken into a plant. 
Be sure the fluid is safe for breathing and can 
be used in confined space. Have copies of the 
MSDS to present to the proper authorities at 
the job site.

Leak detection is an art for those that practice 
it well.  For those who don’t practice or don’t 
routinely use ultrasound, leak detection can 
be frustrating and difficult.  Training is the key 
to understanding how to use the ultrasound 

receiver.  Maintenance professionals in a variety 
of industrial plants I have visited lately haven’t 
even known whether or not their facility owned 
an ultrasound receiver.  Unfortunately, “Out 
of sight, out of mind” usually holds true for a 
lot of us.  Ultrasound will save you time and 
money, consistently. It is a great return on in-
vestment so find yours and start using it, again.

Jim Hall is the president of Ultra-Sound Tech-
nologies, a vendor-neutral company providing 
on-site predictive maintenance consultation and 
training.  UST provides an Associate Level, Level I 
& II Airborne Ultrasound Certification.  Jim is also 
a regular provider of on-line presentations at Re-
liabilityWeb.com and is a contributing editor for 
Uptime Magazine.  Jim has provided ultrasound 
training for several Fortune 500 Companies.  A 
17-year civil service veteran, Jim served as an aero-
space engineering technician for Naval Aviation 
Engineering Service Unit (NAESU) and with the 
Naval Aviation Depot Jacksonville Florida (NADEP).  
Jim is also president of All Leak Detection, LLC an 
underground leak detection company.  Jim can be 
reached at  770-517-8747 or at  jim.hall@ultra-
soundtech.com

All photos provided courtesy of Ultra-Sound 
Technologies, Woodstock, GA.

Figure 5 - Birds-eye view of the bushing 
atop the step-up transformer.
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ur Solar Turbine electric generator, type T4701, shown in Figures 1 and 2, was experiencing high gearbox 
axial vibration and engine radial vibration.  There was also rough vibration present at the air inlet duct.  
This high vibration problem was occurring after repairing both the lube oil cooler electric motor and 
thermostat valve.  The gas turbine runs at 15000 RPM, the generator runs at 1500 RPM, and the gearbox is 

used to reduce speed from gas turbine to the generator. The generator is rated at 2100 kW output. There are three 
turbine generators, but normally only two of the turbine generators are run and one is maintained for stand by. 

We began by taking vibration data 
at the electrical alternator bear-
ings, gearbox, and engines.  We 
then analyzed the vibration spec-
tra to find any abnormal pattern or 
amplitude peak.  We found high 
vibration amplitude at 8804 Hz 
and its sidebands at the gearbox 
in axial direction.  There were two 
side bands with amplitude peak 
at the input pinion gear mesh fre-
quency 8804.3 Hz, and the input 
pinion vibration amplitude for 
input pinion gear mesh frequency 
was also higher than normal. 

Based on the gearbox manufactur-
er vibration frequency charts, Fig-

ure 3 and Figure 4, and gearbox 
axial vibration spectrum pattern 
analysis, Fig. 5, we suspected a 
gearbox input pinion gear prob-
lem was the cause. 

The turbine generator was shut 
down so that the gearbox could 
be replaced with a spare gearbox. 
During the process of disman-
tling the gearbox from the skid, 
we found that all of the coupling 
bolts were bent (see Figure 7).  To 
dismantle them from the cou-
pling, we had to cut all of them.   
No overload was recorded. 

From our historical data, we dis-
covered that, during the gearbox 
installation, old coupling bolts 
were reused because we had no 
new spare coupling bolts.  The 

Persistence Pays Off
A Study in Vibration on a Gas Turbine, Electric Generator Gearbox 

By Eira Patriansyah Arief

O

40

Figure 1 - Installed Gas Turbine Generator.

Figure 2 - Solar Turbine T4701 Cut View

Gearbox

Engine

Air Inlet Duct
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manufacturer recommends installing new 
bolts for every new gearbox installation.  
So, the obvious conclusion was to suspect 
fatigue as the cause of all the bending in the 
bolts.  This theory was also supported by 
data showing a high number of engine starts 
and stops.  Previously, this same turbine 
generator had a lubrication oil foaming prob-
lem, and during the troubleshooting of this 
problem, there were many start ups.

Then during gearbox disassembly, we found 
that the input pinion gears were pitting and 
there were a lot of corrosion marks (see Fig-
ure 8, page 42).  So, we now suspected corro-
sion was causing the pitting.  The corrosion 
marks were formed by humid air entrapped 
in lube oil bubbles or foams during the times 
the engine was shut down.  The engine had 
been replaced, and it was found to be leaking 
from the air seal to lube oil line.
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Figure 4 - Gearbox Vibration Chart

Figure 7 - Bent Coupling Bolts.
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Figure 6 - Engine vertical vibration.
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tion Institute.  He won the VICO Excellence 
Awards in both 2003 and 2005, and has 
published numerous papers.  Eira is hap-
pily married with one daughter.  He enjoys 
badminton, squash, cycling and reading in his 
spare time.

ing all of VICO’s rotating equipment integrity 
which he accomplishes through a condition 
monitoring program that includes vibra-
tion, lube oil, borescope, and performance 
monitoring.  In 1997, Eira earned a Mechani-
cal Engineering degree from the University of 
Indonesia, Depok-Indonesia, and is certified 
as a Vibration Specialist Level III by Vibra-

Figure 8 - Pitted Input Pinion Gear.

After the gearbox replacement, overall vibra-
tion of the gearbox axial decreased from 
4.038 G’s RMS to 2.677 G’s RMS (see Figure 
9). But, input pinion gear mesh vibration 
value was 0.4 G’s RMS, and there was still 
one sideband. So, we still had a significant 
problem, and we still had work to do to find 
the problem.

We found that vibration increased at genera-
tor inboard bearing horizontal direction (Fig-
ure 10).  Before gearbox replacement, there 
was no generator inboard bearing problem 
and its vibration was normal.  With this new 
data, we now predicted the inboard bearing 
vibration was due to misalignment of the 
bearing, which is a sleeve bearing type.  

So, we decided to disassemble the gearbox 
coupling to generator and check the align-
ment. What we found was that the face 
reading was completely out of specs, the 
face value TIR was 5 mils.  So we realigned to 
comply with the specs. Vibration of gearbox, 
Figure 11, and generator inboard, Figure 12, 
were both reduced significantly. 

The lesson we learned is that good vibration 
analysis, good product knowledge, and a 
good library (vibration chart data) can pre-
vent unnecessary damage to equipment and 
production upset caused by electric power 
loss.

Eira Patriansyah Arief has been the Rotat-
ing Equipment Engineer for VICO Indonesia, 
Badak Field, a natural gas production facility, 
since 1998.  He is responsible for maintain-

Figure 9 - Vibration Spectrum and overall vibration trend after Gearbox 
Replacement.
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Figure 10 - Generator Inboard Bearing Vibration.
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Figure 11- Gearbox Axial Final Vibration Trend and 
Overall Value.
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Figure 12 - Generator Inboard Horizontal Final Vibration Trend 
and Overall Value.
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Figure 13 - Engine Radial Vibration Final Overall Vibration.
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First, there are some who may be skeptical about trusting their 
critical machinery to an automatic grease dispenser.  Why don’t you 
briefly explain how automatic grease dispensers work and why they 
are safe for machinery?

Automatic grease dispensers are a storage device designed to slowly 
dispense grease to the point of lubrication, typically a bearing or 
other critical components, over a period of time.  These devices are 
usually mounted in the port that a zerk fitting occupies.  They may 
be driven mechanically, electrically, pneumatically or by a chemical 
reaction process.  Typically, the user sets the dispenser rate to meet 
the requirements of the bearing based upon its size, type, speed, and 
orientation.

Trico offers three different types of automatic grease dispensers:

   •   Mechanical – spring loaded that drives a plunger to feed grease.
   •   Electro-Chemical – a battery operated timer activates an 
        electrochemical cell producing expandable gas that generates 
        pressure against a piston.  The gas generating system produces 
        inert Nitrogen gas.

   •   Electro-Mechanical – a battery operated timer activates a motor 
        through a small gearbox to drive a cam  that activates a piston 
        pump while ejecting a fixed amount of grease.

Manual greasing practices consume valuable time and resources.  
Due to this fact, many critical lube points within a facility do not 
get lubricated properly or lubricated at all.  It is far more efficient 
to have staff do regular inspections without having to apply grease. 
Also, grease dispensers can increase the overall safety and reliability 
within a facility when installed on dangerous machinery and/or areas 
that typically do not get inspected during lube routes (machinery on 
roof tops, cooling towers, etc).  Lastly, grease dispensers increase the 
life of equipment by protecting them from contamination through 
proper and accurate application of the correct grease. 

On the surface, automatic grease dispensers seem to make great deal 
of sense.  Please explain some of the pros and cons of investing in 
automatic grease dispensers.

      Con-  They can fail, so they still need to be monitored, however 

Spotlighting Editor’s picks of hot products & services in the industry.

Streamliner Grease  
      Dispensers

april 200744

Precision lubrication is critical in the quest to 
maximize the uptime of plant machinery, 
and the lifespan of expensive assets, while 
keeping maintenance costs in check.  Manual 
lubrication is the most prevalent technique in 
use today, but it does have several drawbacks: 
under lubricating is a distinct possibility, 
overlubricating is just as likely (and just 
as bad for machines), it is inherently time 
consuming and costly as well.  
We struck up a conversation 
with Joel Gerstner, the 
Business Development 
Manager for Trico, which 
has developed a line of 
automatic grease dispensers 
that could change the way 
you think about lubrication.  
Here is what he had to say...

An inexpensive way to protect your assets by automating your lubrication process.

Trico’s Streamliner family of automatic grease dispensers.  
From left, the Streamliner GL-P, Streamliner M, Streamliner V 

and the Streamliner GL-M.
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         the Streamliner M electro-mechanical 
         unit provides an intelligent LCD display 
         that indicates when a motor overload 
         has occurred, days since malfunction, 
         and low battery power.
Con– Must receive proper maintenance 
          (change batteries and grease pouches)
Pro – Free up time for other maintenance 
         tasks
Pro – Increase safety when installed in 
         dangerous areas
Pro – Increase revenue by not having to shut 
         down equipment to grease equipment 
         and preventing catastrophic failures.
Pro – Insures you are getting the correct 
         grease and in the right amount, which 
         increases bearing life and prevents 
         failures.
Pro – Provides lubricant on a stand alone 
         basis.  Automatic grease dispensers do 
         not require an air supply, electrical 
         supply, or complicated installation 
         procedures.

What are the industries or industrial envi-
ronments that would benefit the most from 
switching to automatic grease dispensers?

Dirty, dusty and humid environments (like 
pulp & paper mill, mines, chemical process-
ing plants, waste water treatment plants, 
food and beverage processing plants) are the 
candidates likely to 
benefit the most. 

Common applica-

tions for grease dispensers include:
 
•  Where the operating environment is 
      contaminated and positive grease flow 
      will prevent the entry of contaminants.
  •  Where a constant flow of grease in small 
      volumes at relatively low constant 
      pressure will prevent the bearing form 
      overheating.
  •  Where the maintenance facility has in-
      sufficient staff to ensure that lubrication 
      gets done to schedule.
  •  Where the area immediately around 
      the equipment is difficult to access or  
      presents a hazard to staff performing 
      lubrication
  •  Where the equipment can only be 
      lubricated when the equipment is 
      stopped and stoppages do not occur 
      often enough to suit the relubricating  
      frequency.
  •  Where the cost of an integrated 
      automatic lubrication system cannot 
      be justified or accommodated.
  •  Where routine bearing failures are a 
      result of contamination or starvation 
      of lubricant to the bearing and where 
      failure rates must be reduced.

And are there any applications for which 
automatic grease dispensers are not a good 
match?

Applications where there are 
extreme temperature fluctuations 
typically do not work well.  Ap-
plications that require low grade 
grease (NLGI 00, 0) and multiple 
point applications requiring 1 
grease dispenser to apply grease 
to more than 4 lubrication points 

also do not make 
good candidates for 
automatic grease 
dispensers. 

How complicated 
is the installation 
process of automatic 
grease dispensers?   
Give us an idea of the 
general installation 
process.

The installation process, especially for the 
Streamliner M electro-mechanical unit, is 
fairly simple – it only requires an installation 
of a battery and grease pack to the unit. The 
connection point of the unit is 3/8” MNPT 
so it can be screwed right on the lube point. 
For applications where vibration is an issue, 
there are remote installation kits available. 
These also are very easy to install as they 
consist of a bracket, reducers and tubing.  
After installing to the lube point the mode of 
operation needs to be set on the LCD display 
and confirm unit operation by using the 
Test mode.  Once complete the unit is ready 
for operation.  Frequent monitoring of the 
unit is required, after installation, to verify 
operating status of the unit and replacement 
of grease pouch and battery pack.

Do the dispensers work with all types of 
grease?

The grease dispensers work best with NLGI 
Grade 1, 2, and 3 Greases.

What is the time frame a company can expect 
for a return on their investment in automatic 
grease dispensers?

Most customers receive a return on invest-
ment on grease dispensers within a week of 
purchasing them.  Once installed, not only 
do they ensure proper lubrication of machin-
ery, but they start freeing up staff for other 
maintenance tasks. 

Give us a success story or two from compa-
nies that are using Trico Automatic Grease 
Dispensers now.

We have many companies currently using 
these successfully.  In almost all situations, 
they were looking to replace manual lubri-
cation with a reliable and accurate grease 
dispenser. 

How can interested people get more informa-
tion about your line of Trico’s line of auto-
matic grease dispensers?

To learn more about Trico’s line of automatic 
grease dispensers please visit www.tricocorp.
com, e-mail to custserv@tricocorp.com, or 
contact customer service at 800-558-7008.

www.uptimemagazine.com 45

Several installations of automatic grease dispensers in 
Trico’s Streamliner family.
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“Unforgettable
vibration training”

The leaders in computer based training
are now the leaders in live training.

The combination of experienced instructors
- Bill Kilbey and Tony DeMatteo -

and the amazing, new
iTeachVibration simulators & 3D animations

guarantee the best vibration training experience.

Think iLearnVibration was cool? Wait ‘till you see iTeachVibration!
Used only by Mobius Institute instructors. Certification follows ISO and ASNT.

www.ilearninteractive.com

800-WILCOXON
www.wilcoxon.com

sensors@wilcoxon.com

Intelligent Transmitter

The Intelligent Transmitter – Wilcoxon’s iT Series – accepts input 
from traditional IEPE dynamic vibration sensors and converts the 

signal to 4-20 mA output.  The iT Transmitter can be used with your 
existing PLC/DCS network for simplified condition trending.

All units are custom configured as ordered to provide the best fit for 
your specific application and over 30,000 configurations are avail-

able! Custom order your iT Transmitter:

 •   Acceleration or velocity input; accelera-
      tion, velocity or displacement output

 

 •   Selectable full scale in English or 
      metric units

 •   Output of RMS or peak, or Wilcoxon’s 
     exclusive true peak or true peak-to-
     peak

  •  10 mV, 100 mV or 500 mV sensor 
       input

 •   Choose high-pass and low-pass filters 
      from over 20 possibilities

INDUSTRIAL PRESS INC.
989 Avenue of the Americas � New York, NY 10018

(212) 889-6330 � Fax (212) 545-8327
www.industrialpress.com � E-mail: info@industrialpress.com

ORDER ONLINE AND GET A 10% DISCOUNT AND FREE SHIPPING
ON ADVERTISED TITLES.* BE SURE TO PROVIDE

SPECIAL OFFER #UP04-07 AT CHECKOUT.
*OFFER EXPIRES 4/30/07 AND IS AVAILABLE TO U.S. RESIDENTS ONLY.

INDUSTRIAL PRESS INC.INDUSTRIAL PRESS INC.
Your One-Stop Maintenance Source!

LEARN PROVEN METHODS FROM AN EXPERT WITH MORE
THAN 35 YEARS OF PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE!

IMPROVING MAINTENANCE & RELIABILITY
THROUGH CULTURAL CHANGE

Stephen J. Thomas   2005, 356 pages, CD Included, Illus., ISBN 978-0-8311-3190-6, $43.95
If you want to break the cycle of failed improvement programs and

instead use cultural change to help make significant and lasting
improvements in plant performance, this book will show you how.

It explains how to improve your maintenance and reliability 
performance at the plant level by changing the organization's 

culture. It is specifically intended for middle managers in the manu-
facturing and process industries.

IMPROVING RELIABILITY & MAINTENANCE FROM WITHIN
HOW TO BE AN EFFECTIVE INTERNAL CONSULTANT

Stephen J. Thomas    May 2007, 350 pages, Illus., ISBN 978-0-8311-3332-0, $44.95
This unique resource does more than start internal consultants on the

road to improvement, it accompanies them on the journey! It
explains the internal consultant's role and describes the various

tasks in which they become engaged, while providing information
that will enable users to improve their performance and deliver

greater value. 
TO SEE ALL OF OUR MAINTENANCE TITLES GO TO WWW.INDUSTRIALPRESS.COM.

Coming
Soon!

Uptime0407.qxp  2/28/2007  11:15 AM  Page 1

PCB Piezotronics, Inc. introduces a series of dynamic 
pressure sensors, ideal for monitoring dynamic pres-
sure oscillations in turbine engines.  Variations in 
Natural Gas can lead to increased dynamic pressure 

oscillations in the turbine combustors, resulting in 
inefficiencies, increased NOx emissions and damag-
ing combustion instabilities.  Additionally, these 

sensors may also be used to detect high-intensity 
acoustics, pulsations, and pressure fluctuations in 
pumps, furnaces, and pipes.   With very fast response 

times, these sensors accurately measure fast 
transient pressures, such as surges, spike, 
pulsations and noise.  With no moving parts 
and solid-state construction, their durability 
is unsurpassed by any other type of pressure 
sensor.  

LEDtronics® announces the bright, safe, and maintenance free EXL-W 
Series White Exit Light LED Bulb.  The EXL-W Series exit light LED bulbs 
provide a great alternative to your conventional 15T6 or 20T6 incandes-
cent exit sign bulbs.  The flame resistant construction of this LED bulb 
allows for great durability and visibility not only in in bright light when 
it may be too light to see your typical bulb light up, but also 
will remain brightly lit to guide your way out in situa-
tions such as heavy smoke.  The EXL-W series LED 
requires no extra wiring to install and has a 
5-year warranty.  The low power 
consumption saves you 
money while keeping 
you safe and 
your exit door locations 
well lit!

LEDtronics 
1-800-579-4875     

310-534-1505
webmaster@ledtronics.com     

www.ledtronics.com

Andrea Mohn
(716) 684-0002 ext 2216
mktg@pcb.com
www.pcb.com
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Ultrasound Training

Courses

Level 1 Ultrasound 
Inspector

Leak Surveyor
One Day

“Training is the cornerstone of an 
effective ultrasound inspection program”

2007 Schedule
Charlot te - March 20-22
Singapore - March 20-22
Mexico - March 28-30
Chicago - Apr i l 17-19
Toronto - May 8-10
Louisvi l le - May 22-24Louisvi l le - May 22-24
San Diego - June 19-21

2007 Schedule
Houston - March 6
Phoenix - Apr i l 3
Tulsa - June 5
At lanta - June 7
Denver - July 17

Cal l today to resgister
1-800-667-5325

www.sdtnorthhamerica .com

CALL FOR PAPERS CALL FOR PAPERS CALL FOR PAPERS

®

Sarasota, Florida – January 21-24, 2008

The Snell Group is looking for anyone interested in 
presenting a paper at next year’s conference. 

Please write a brief abstract (100-200 words) and 
submit it for review by the Conference Steering Committee.

Abstracts sought on the following subjects:

l Electrical Applications
l Mechanical Equipment
l Building Diagnostics
l Moisture Intrusion
l Mold Detection
l Roof Moisture Surveys
l Program Management
l Case Studies in Thermography

E-mail: abstracts@thermalsolutions.org  • Fax: 802-223-0460  
Mail: Thermal Solutions Call for Papers 2008,

P.O. Box 6, Montpelier, VT 05601  USA

www.thermalsolutions.org  • 1-800-636-9820

A Conference for Professional Thermographers

DEMAND RELIABILITY.
TRICO ON DEMAND.

It is expected that within the next two to five years a large portion of 
our workforce will be retiring.  Many organizations are facing the loss 
of knowledge that comes with workers retiring.  In many cases, this 
“knowledge” is not documented.  It resides only in the heads of those 
performing the maintenance tasks.  So, once they leave, the knowl-
edge goes with them.

Trico’s Solution

Trico now offers an alternative solution to address this developing is-
sue.  Trico On Demand is a members only resource for organizations to 
go to for solutions “On Demand”.  Organizations can have someone to 
talk to regarding the most challenging problems and receive assis-
tance with troubleshooting and root cause analysis.  Instead of being 
left to solve the problems with internal resources only, Trico will offer 
an added level of expertise.

Trico’s service personnel have years of plant maintenance and reli-
ability experience.  They have “been there and done that” with real life 
plant floor experiences.  They don’t rely on academic understandings 
but rather first hand expertise.  Numerous companies around the 
world have benefited from Trico’s valued approach to lubrication and 
reliability. These various exposures to issues and problems in numer-
ous plant environments have allowed them to see it all. 

For more info about Trico’s On Demand 

800.558.7008
 

www.tricocorp.com/services/tricopro.aspx

Mini Gas Sniffer - Portable Combustible Leak Detector

The LOW COST 7890 Mini Gas Sniffer is a portable, 
rugged & VERY easy-to-use leak detection tool ideal for any 
HVAC Professional.  The 7890 is equipped with a highly sensitive 
tip to Pin-Point small leaks of any gaseous Hydrocarbons from 
piping or appliances.  (Methane, Propane, Butane, LPG, etc.) 

The 7890 Mini Gas Sniffer includes: 8” Fully Flexible Probe for 
Hard-to-Reach Places, Range:  0 to 640 ppm, Sensitivity: 40 
ppm, Response Time: < 2 Seconds, 5-Light LED Scale Indica-
tor, Audible Indicators, 25 Hours of Continuous Operation,  
Rechargeable Battery & AC Charger Available, Soft Vinyl or 
Hard ABS Carrying Case Available

Jason Esteves
215-750-1212          jesteves@einstrumentsgoup.com

Illustrating the company’s highest com-
mitment to openness, Emerson Process 
Management announces that the 375 
Field Communicator has achieved a ma-
jor landmark by enabling configuration, 
calibration and troubleshooting of more 
than 1000 HART and Foundation fieldbus 
devices from 124 manufacturers.  It is also a 
key component of PlantWeb® architecture.  
The 375 is the only intrinsically safe hand-
held communicator that supports all HART and 
Foundation fieldbus devices from all suppliers.  
Multi-vendor device support is a primary require-
ment of process manufacturing users.  

For more info, visit www.EmersonProcess.com
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How It Works
Use ReliabilityShopper.com to request information about maintenance and reliability products, software, services and 
training for a fast response from leading edge solution providers.

You can use the ReliabilityShopper.com online shopper form to request information or bids from multiple vendors who 
will compete with each other to earn your business by offering the best prices, best service, best support and best 
training with a simple click of your mouse.

You can also use the toll free ReliabilityShopper.com E-Voice System 1-800 789 9037 to speed your request to our list of 
preferred solution providers.  The system offers a simple to use 3 step process:

 Step 1) Find Solution Providers in Uptime® Magazine, RELIABILITY® Magazine, 
  MaintenanceConference.com Expo listing or in the ReliabilityShopper.com Directory

 Step 2) Dial 1- 800 789 9037 toll free and the extension listed for the maintenance 
  and reliability solution provider

 Step 3) Record a message and leave your contact details including call back number, 
  postal address and email address.

Your voice mail will be sent with high priority to the select solution provider immediately after your leave it.
 

Try It Now!  Dial1-800-789-9037 and use the extensions below

Introducing Reliability Shopper
Want Fast and Reliable Solutions?

the newest way to find what exactly you need



5 Pillars: Maintenance & Reliability 
Professional  Certification Review 

by Dave Krings, CMRP

Achieving Total Productive 
Maintenance (TPM) 

by Terry Wireman, CPMM

Benchmarking Best Practices Maintenance 
by Terry Wireman, CPMM

Change Management For Maintenance & 
Reliability Professionals 

by Steve Thomas

MRO Excellence
by Kevin Lewton, CMRP

www.MasteringMaintenance.com 888-575-1245 ext 118 (USA) 305-735-3746 ext 118

20 Steps to World Class Maintenance 
by Joel Levitt

Lean Maintenance in a Nutshell 
by Joel Levitt

Reliability Centered Maintenance 
(RCM) For Everyone 

by Neil B. Bloom

The 3 Phases of Reliability 
Centered Maintenance (RCM) 

by Neil B. Bloom

Turning Maintenance into A Profit Center 
by Kris Bagadia

Courses offered include

Now with our affordable computer based distance learning courses you are free.  Free to learn when you want and where 
you want.   Each course includes narrated slides and lectures on CD, text book,  access to student/instructor message 

boards , quizzes and assessments online and personalized coaching through MaintenanceForums.com

Our unique training program offers all of the training without the hassles and expense of travel. 

Learn at your own pace 
in your own place.

Developing Key Performance Indicators 
by Terry Wireman, CPMM 

Level 1: AC Induction Motor Maintenance 
& Diagnostics 

by Howard W. Penrose, PhD, CMRP

Time Management for 
Maintenance  Professionals 

by Joel Levitt



Features/Benefits:
• Thermal inspections of electrical

switchgear without opening the 
enclosure or disconnecting circuits

• Views entire scene through a .5”
(13mm) hole in the cabinet

• Minimum focus range 4”
• Offers 53°H x 40°V (66° Diagonal)

Field of View
• Large depth of field reduces need to

re-focus for different cabinet depths
• Attaches to Mikron’s models 

7600-PRO, M7800 series, and 
M7500 cameras

• ViewPorts are UL- and CSA-approved
• A better value for your 

inspection budget...

Call 1-888-506-3900 or visit us at mikroninfrared.com

Mikron Infrared, Inc. • Thermal Imaging Division
Tel: (906) 487-6060 • Fax: (906) 487-6066 • e-mail: info@mikroninfrared.com 
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